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ABSTRACT 

In this study we look at the consequences of cold atom collisions in experiments 

using 3D VSCPT laser cooling to achieve Bose Einstein Condensation in neutral 

atom gases. A major concern is that collisions between atoms in the non

absarhing (Dark) quanturn states may cause a decay into absorbing (Bright) states. 

A numerical method is used to calculate the lowest Bright eigenstates. Using these 

eigenstates and an analytica! expression for the Dark States the cross sections are 

calculated for ground state collisions between Dark States leading to the decay 

into Bright States. The corresponding lifetime of Dark States under typical 

experimental conditions for 87Rb turns out to be 0.6 seconds at ~ecoit and ~4 

hours at ~ecoil /10. This lifetime strongly depends on the energy difference 

between the Dark States and the light-shifted Bright States. A typicallight shift of 

4 MHz is expected to be sufficient for suppressing the effect of ground state 

collisions completely. 

In these calculations the coupling to the excited states was not taken into account. 

It is recommended, however, to include this coupling in the calculations in order 

to be able to draw final conclusions about the significanee of Dark State collisions 

in general. 
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Introduetion 

1 lNTRODUCTION 

During the last decade considerable progress has been made with trapping neutral atom gases and 

cooling them to extremely low temperatures. Recently these developments led to the observation 

of Base Einstein Condensation (BEC) in a 87Rb [1], a 7Li [2] and in a 23Na gas sample[3]. An 

important step forward towards this goal was the introduetion of laser-cooling techniques in the 

beginning of the 1980's made possible by the use of alkali atoms instead of spin polarized 

hydrogen, until then the most proruising atom for the first realization of BEC. 

The advantage of laser-cooling compared to conventional cryogenic techniques used for H was a 

significant impravement in cooling efficiency with a relatively very simple, low-cost experimental 

setup. With laser cooling it is possible to cool a gas from room temperature to several miero-K 

above absolute zero. Compared to spin polarized hydragen however, the densities typically 

achieved in early laser-cooling experiments were relatively low, so that the temperature should be 

even lower in order to achieve BEC[l]. 

The cooling effect of lasers is not unlimited. The cooling process relies on the repeated absorption 

of laser photons foliowed by random emission. As each individual photon carries a small but 

finite momenturn it is generally not possible to cool the atoms to temperatures lower than the 

one-photon recoil temperature. At this temperature the average momenturn of the atoms 

becomes equal to the momenturn of one laser photon. A few years ago this fundamental one

photon: recoil limit was reached and was thought to be a major obstacle to further cooling. 

Ingenious techniques other than laser cooling can be used to produce cooling beyond this limit 

(e.g. evaporative cooling [1, 2, 3]). But experiments surprisingly showed that it is also possible 

using laser cooling in special configurations to achieve temperatures down to 1/10 of the one

photon recoillimit. First this was shown for 1D cooling, but recently it has been achieved in 2D 

[4] and even 3D setups[S, 6]. 

The mechanism responsible for this effect is Velocity Selective Coherent Population Trapping 

(VSCPT)[7]. 

VSCPT 

In VSCPT the laser field is configured in such a way that the respective amplitudes for absorption 

of a laser photon interfere destructively to zero for atoms in a specific superposition of velocity 

eigenstates. Such non-interacting coherent superpositions of states, so-called 'Dark States', are 
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Chapter 1 

formed through absorption of laser photons and subsequent random spontaueaus em1ss10n. 

Atoms tend to accuroulate in Dark States with a velocity spread near to zero, because the lifetime 

of such states due to the kinetic-energy term in the Hamiltonian is inversely proportional to their 

velocity relative to the specific velocity eigenstates. 

This mechanism can lead to cooling far beyond the one-photon recoillimit, on an experimentally 

practicabie time scale. In principle a langer VSCPT interaction time between lasers and atoms 

willlead to a lower temperature. 

Collisions 

One concern for VSCPT, however, is the effect of ground state collisions between the dark 

atoms. Such collisions can cause a dephasing of the coherent parts in the Dark States and 

introduce a Bright (non-dark) component. The Bright State component will increase the 

probability of absorption of a laser photon and thus decrease the lifetime of the cold Dark States. 

This effect corresponds to heating and may limit the ultimate temperature and phase space 

density that can be reached. 

In one dimension, the loss rate of the Dark State is expected to be suppressed because of light 

shifts of the Bright States. Under conditions almast optimal for VSCPT the Bright States can be 

light shifted above the Dark State because of their strong coupling with the blue-detuned laser 

light. This causes the transition from Dark to Bright States to be endethermie and thus 

suppressed. 

Problem definition 

In order to do 3D VSCPT experiments it is important to know if the suppression mechanism 

described above is correct and if it will also work in a three-dimensional configuration. This led 

Selim M. Shahriar (MI1) to ask the following question to our group [8]: 

to peiform detailed calculations to establish the loss rate of Dark States due to ground state 

collisions in a three-dimensional setup 

This question became the problem definition of my graduation project, as is described in this 

report. 

The report is organized as follows: 
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Introduetion 

First some attention is paid to the technological relevanee of this work and the experiments in 

this field of science and technology. Next the experimental setup used by S.M. Shahriar et al. is 

described because the calculations are based on this configuration. In chapter 4 we start with 1 D 

VSCPT theory, and extend it to the 3D case in chapter 5. The lowest 3D Bright States are 

calculated in chapter 6 and used in chapter 7 to calculate the cross sections for the transition from 

Dark to Bright States. The physical interpretation of the results is discussed in chapter 8. We 

finish with some general conclusions and recommendations. 
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Chapter 2 

2 TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT 

This work mainly consists of a theoretica! analysis of problems that occur in experiments in the 

field of laser cooling. As such it does not directly relate to technological applications other than 

advanced new techniques used in fundamental science research. It should rather be seen as a part 

of the whole range of theoretica! work that is performed in the Atomie Physics & Quanturn 

Electranies group, aimed at providing answers to questions from experimental groups all over the 

world regarding essential physics and technological problems that occur in experiments at the 

cold temperature front of human endeavor, especially in those cases where cold atom collisions 

are concerned. 

There is no doubt about the importance of this theoretica! work in the experiments in this field 

and the importance of these experiments for opening up a whole new field of physics. Especially 

the recent achievement of BEC with affordable technology will not only open a whole new area 

of new interesting quanturn physics, but may also lead to new technological applications 

comparable to the revolution caused by the development of the laser. Maybe this is best shown 

by the commentaries in Science [9, 10], Physics World [11, 12] and Physics Today [13] directly 

following the artiele by M.H. Anderson et al. [1], announcing the realization of BEC. The many 

reactions in a braad part of the science community, indicate the relevanee that is attributed to this 

field of physics not only in circles of specialists, but also in a braad intellectual and engineering 

community worldwide. 

This graduation project led to an improved understanding of the quanturn mechanics of 3D Dark 

and Bright states and the quanturn collisions between these states, thus tackling a problem that 

may limit the applicability of the VSCPT technique as an important rival to other cooling 

techniques used at the moment in BEC experiments. VSCPT may play an important role in a 

better control of trapped cold neutral atom gases, used for : 

• improving the accuracy and stability of atomie clocks, 

• preparing BE condensates for further research, aiming at a better understanding of BEC and 

other macroscopie quanturn phenomena like super conductivity, 

• future preparing BE condensates and manipulating them as a bright souree of coherent matter 

to be used for example in an atom-laser (sometimes called 'Boser'), 

• improving the accuracy of high-precision optical spectroscopy, 

• low energy tests of the 'standard model' of partiele physics, 
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T echnology Assessment 

• and new applications that are found during the further development of this technique. 
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Chapter 3 

3 EXPEruMENTALBACKGROUND 

In this chapter we look at the experimental background of VSCPT, starting with a short overview of the 

progress that has been made in low-temperature experiments during the last decade, leading to the 

present generation of VSCPT experiments. Next the experiment is described that led to the questions 

that are theoretically analyzed in this report, foliowed by a short look at the plans for future 

experiments. 

Short history of VSCPT 

Until1988 experiments aimed at approaching the Doppier temperature [14, 15] given by 

nr 1 + (25 1 r) 
kT ------

/i Doppier - 4 2151 Ir (1) 

where r is the natural line-width of the excited state and 5 is the detuning of the laser with 

respect to the atomie resonance frequency. A detuning 5 = - f r leads to the lowest possible 

Doppier temperature. For 23Na this temperature is 240 11K. This lowest temperature, called the 

Doppier limit, was predicted to be the lowest temperature achievable through cooling using the 

Doppier technique. In this laser cooling technique a friction force is exerted on the atoms by 

continuous cycles of preferred absorption of red-detuned counterpropagating laser photons, 

foliowed by isotropie spontaneous emission. The preferenee for counterpropagating photons 

comes from the combined effect of the Doppier shift caused by non-zero atomie veloeities and 

the red detuning of the lasers. The continuous absorption and emission of photons results in a 

random walk in momenturn space, leading toa minimum temperature given by equation (1). 

In 1988 experimental groups at NISTand Bell Labs reported that they had reached the Doppier 

limit while cooling 23Na with three orthogonal pairs of counterpropagating lasers. However, after 

improving the measurement accuracy, it was realized that the achieved temperatures were around 

40 11K; significantly lower than the predicted Doppier limit. 

The startling fact that the experimental results were better than the theoretica! limit meant that 

other mechanisms than Doppier cooling were active. Soon theoretica! explanations were put 

forward, based on the following basic elements: 

• The alkali atoms are not simple two-level systems. They have several Zeeman sub-levels in the 

energy levels. Through continuous cycles of absorbing and emitting photons the atoms can be 

'optically pumped' into a certain distribution over the different Zeeman sub-levels. 
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Experimental Background 

• The optical interaction also induces energy shifts called 'light shifts', which depend on several 

parameters and can he different for the different Zeeman sub-levels. 

• The interference of several polarized laser beams generally results in a laser field with strong 

polarization gradients. 

By combining these basic elements it is possible to realize cooling techniques like Sisyphus 

cooling [16], which can produce cooling below the Doppier limit. These techniques are all based 

on the absorption and spontaneous emission of light, so that a fundamentallower cooling limit is 

associated with the momenturn tik , ( k being the photon wavenumber) carried by each 

individual laser photon. The temperature TR corresponding to this one-photon recoil limit is 

given by 

(2) 

where M is the mass of the atom. For cooling 23Na using the Na D-transition (589 nm) this 

temperature is 2.4 f.LK 

Already in 1988, however, experiments at the Ecole Normale Supérieure [17] using one pair of 

counterpropagating circularly polarized laser beams showed that it was possible to cool beyond 

the recoil limit in the direction of the laser beams. This effect was soon attributed to the 

accumulation of atoms in a non-absarhing near-zero-velocity quanturn state. This type of cooling 

is now called Velocity Selective Coherent Population Trapping (VSCPT). The theory of VSCPT 

will he explained in more detail in chapters 4 and 5. 

The new VSCPT theory was tested in experiments where 1D cooling was applied transversely to 

a supersonic beam of metastable He atoms. In these experiments it was shown that cooling below 

the recoil-limit is achievable with VSCPT and that atoms are not only cooled by 'selection' of 

cold atoms but actually accumulate in the cold-atom state, so that the cold atom momenturn 

space density increases in a small region of momenturn space during the VSCPT atom-laser 

interaction period (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1 Typical velocity distribution as measured in a 1D
VSCPT experiment (see text). Two peaks (solid line) clearly 
show up above the initial distribution (dashed line; this profile 
has been smoothed) [source: 17]. 

The next generation of (1D and 2D) VSCPT experiments used magneto-optically trapped initia! 

populations of atoms to achieve longer VSCPT interaction times, starting with higher phase space 

densities. When the atoms are released after the VSCPT cooling process and caught on a 

fluorescence screenaftera ballistic flight over a height of several cm (see Figure 2), picturescan he 

obtained as shown in Figure 3. The width of the lines or the diameter of the dots represent the 

velocity-spread of the atoms which is a measure for the temperature. This should he compared to 

the distance between the lines or dots ( ~ 1 cm) which corresponds to a momenturn of 21ik . It is 

clear that the 1D and 2D 'temperatures' obtained in these experiments are below the recoil 

temperature. A more careful analysis shows that the lowest temperatures range from TR/10 to 

T R/20 [ 4, 17]. An interesting aspect of these experiments is that the atoms are prepared in a 

superposition of wave packets whose centers are separated by macroscopie distances at the 

moment of detection. 

Recently similar results have been obtained with 3D experiments by J. Lawall et al. at the Ecole 

Normale Supérieure. They applied 3D VSCPT cooling to a cloud of trapped and precaoled 

metastable helium atoms [5, 6]. By recording the time of arrival of the free falling atoms on the 

fluorescence screen it was possible to visualize the three-dimensional momenturn distribution of 

the atoms, indeed showing 6 distinct peaks in momenturn space (see Figure 4). 
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Detector 

y 

Figure 2 Principle of the 2D-VSCPT experiment (see text). 
The atoms are trapped in a coherent superposition of four 
quanturn states. After switching off the lasers the atoms follow 
ballistic trajectories to the position sensitive detector 5 cm below 
[source:4]. 

* ·:·· .. :·~~'.• ' :..... -:-~} 
. .· ····:<-~:>~--

·.·-~··:··;"_~_ . /' ;:, 
._, .. •V ,· 

._._ ..... _ . 

:· b 

Figure 3 Results of lD (a) and 2D (b) VSCPT experiments of 
the kind shown in Figure 2. The distance between the lines (a) or 
dots (b) corresponds to two times the one-photon recoil 
momentum. The width of the lines (a) or size of the dots (b) 
represems the momenturn spread of the atoms in the horizontal 
plane. [source:4]. 
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Our experiment 

0'_ b) 
6 

5+6 

1+2 3+4 

e) . ·. --.· :.,< . 

·W:~_->. 

Figure 4 (a) Setup of 3D VSCPT experiment. Under the 
influence of six VSCPT beams, the atoms are pumped into a 
coherent superposition of six wave packets whose centers follow 
ballistic trajectories to the detector 6.8 cm below. (b) Temporal 
distribution of the arrival times of the atoms at the detector 
showing three peaks. (c), (d) and (e) Observed spatial 
distributions during 6 ms time windows centered at the three 
peak times, after integration over 150 successive releases of 
atoms following VSCPT cooling [source:6]. 

The 3D experiment that Shahriar's group is working on and that is the basis for the theoretical 

analysis in this report is planned as follows: 

The experiment is performed with 87Rb atoms. The energy level diagram with the most 

important spectroscopie levels is shown in Figure 5. The first step is to use a MOT1 followed by 

polarization gradient cooling in order to load a donut mode, blue detuned FORT2
• In this way 

the atoms can he precaoled to a temperature of 3.5 j.LK ( = 10 T rJ at a typical density of 1012 I cm3
• 

At this density the corresponding critical temperature for BEC would he about TR/10, estimated 

to he achievable with approximately 100 ms VSCPT atom-laser interaction time [8]. When the 

FORT is loaded, the VSCPT beams are turned on (wl> see Figure 5) along with an optical 

pumping beam (w2, see Figure 5). This optical pumping beam pumps the atoms from the F =2 

ground state to the F = 1 ground state and is needed to ensure that the Rb atoms predominantly 

experience the F = 1 <=> F' = 1 transition. The VSCPT frequency w1 is blue-detuned in order to 

1 Magneto Optical Trap, see for example Raab et aL [18]. 

2 Far Off Resonance Trap, see for example J.D. Milier et aL [19] 
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achieve astrong polarization-gradient type of cooling in addition to the VSCPT mechanism[21]. 

In this way the VSCPT cooling process is vastly accelerated. 

52Pl/2 

F=2 I.LJ! 1111. 
~ 

F= 1 11111 

û)l 
,;8t .. ,. .... ~ 

VSCPT 
F=211.11L 11. 

F = 1 111 . I , ... I Jll 

Figure 5 Partial energy level diagram of 87Rb, showing the 
laser frequencies to be used in achieving 3D VSCPT. 

If this approach is successful it will he possible to abserve BEC in a way similar to the other 

experiments [1, 2, 3], but using VSCPT insteadof evaporative cooling inthelast cooling stage. 

Future of VSCPT 

Future VSCPT experiments may involve atom lasers, lasing without inversion, optical phase 

conjugation and squeezing using Dark States, a vapor Raman doek, and a potential fountain 

Raman doek [8]. 
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Chapter 4 

4 THE PRINCIPLE$ OF VSCPT 

In this chapter the principles of VSCPT are discussed. As an example we look at VSCPT theory for a 

JD cooling setup. In this case both the Dark and the Bright States can be expressed as coherent 

superpositions of 2 spin-polarized momenturn eigenstates, and it is easy to see that a phase shift of one of 

these sub-states caused by a ground-state callision wil! destray the Dark State coherence. 

VSCPT: The basics 

VSCPT produces temperatures T that are of the same order of magnitude as, or even lower than, 

the recoil-temperature TR (2). In this regime the De Broglie-wavelength of the atom, given by 

h h 
ÀJ)B = - > ~ = )_laser ' 

P laser 

(3) 

becomes larger than the wavelength of the laser light! This means that the size of the quantum

mechanical wave-packets descrihing the atom cannot he neglected, and that the atoms become 

delocalized in the laser field. In this case the atomie motion has to he treated quantum

mechanically. 

So when looking at VSCPT we will use a quantum-mechanical description of bath the internal 

and external degrees of freedom of the atom. In this chapter, where only 1D VSCPT is discussed, 

we will use the Dirac notation with so-called kets. In the next chapter, where 3D VSCPT is 

considered, it will sametimes he more convenient to describe bath the (semi-classically treated) 

laser field and the atoms as vector fields. 

Befare focusing on a specific example of one-dimensional VSCPT, it is useful to define two basic 

principles on which VSCPT is based. Later these basic conditions will he referred to as 'first and 

second basic principle of VSCPT': 

1. First basic principle of VSCPT : There exists a Coherent Popu/ation Trap 

12 

There exists a quanturn state in which the atoms can he trapped; i.e. the atoms have a 

reasanabie probability to go into this state and stay there. The way to get into the trapping 

state is by continuous recycling between different Zeeman sublevels of a multi-level system 

through absorption of laser photons foliowed by spontaneous emission. T o prevent the atoms 

from getting out of this trapping state it must he stabie with respect to spontaneous decay (on 



The principles of VSCPT 

the time-scale of the experiment) and invisible for the laser-field. Under certain conditions 

such a stable, non-absarhing quanturn state can be formed through a coherent superposition of 

the lower (ground-state) Zeeman sublevels. If the conditions for such a coherent trapping state 

exist a population of trapped atoms will start to grow. 

2. Second basic principle of VSCPT: This Coherent Popu/ation Trap is 'Velocity Selective' 

The best trapping conditions should be concentrated in a small region in momenturn space 

around a certain momenturn Po . In that way the atoms will cool down with a decreasing 

momenturn spread around the momenturn Po . 

These principles are best illustrated with 1D VSCPT because this technique is relatively well 

understood theoretically (see chapter 3). 

VSCPT in one dimension 

W'hat is meant by 1D, 2D or 3D? 

In the previous chapter we have seen that it is possible toperfarm experiments with 1D, 2D and 

even 3D VSCPT. lt should be noted that 1D, 2D or 3D indicate the number of spatial degrees of 

freedom that are caoled using the VSCPT technique. In 1D (one-dimensional) VSCPT cooling, 

considered in this chapter, the atoms are caoled only in 1 direction (which from now on we will 

call the z-direction). In the next chapters we willlook at 3D VSCPT, where the atoms are caoled 

in three orthogonal directions (which correspond to the directions of the laser beams, and will be 

defined as the x, y, and z direction). 

However, the atoms are always considered to be three-dimensional objects, subject to three

dimensional interactions and dynamics in a three-dimensional experiment. Therefore, when 

looking for example at collisions between 1D Dark States at the end of this chapter, we have to 

consider a three-dimensional callision process. The only 'one-dimensional' effect is to be found in 

the initial states which have been VSCPT caoled in the z-direction. 

The 1D Dark State 

We consider a system cons1stmg of an atom illuminated by one pair of counterpropagating 

circularly polarized laser beams. Let the laser frequency be approximately in resonance with the 

transition between a ground and an excited atomie level where bath levels have a total atomie 

angular momenturn F equal to 1 and atoms in the excited level will spontaneously decay to the 

ground level by photon emission. Let the system be prepared such that we only have to consider 
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these two levels. 

In such a system the atom can either he in the lower energy level, which will he called the ground 

state I g) , or in the upper energy level, the excited state, to he denoted as Ie) . The quanturn 

number m = 0,± 1 represents the projection of the F = 1 atomie spin in the beam direction (: = 

z-direction). Thus there can he 6 combinations which will he denoted as I g _ ) , I g 0 ) , I g J , 
I e _ ) , I e 0 ) and Ie+ ) . In the absence of external fields there would just he these two levels, each 

consisting of three degenerate Zeeman sublevels as shown in Figure 6. 

[e_) 
F' = 1 J 11!111111 m',=-1 

ll t> 

V I> 

m'z= 1 

I> ~V 
F = 1 I I IDf 111 I m, = -1 

[g_) 
J1l m,=O I ... IJ • m,=1 

[g+) 

Figure 6 Schematic diagram showing the Zeeman sublevels in 
a (F = 1, F' = 1) 2-level atom, with their quanturn numbers for 
projection of the spin on the z-axis. 

The interaction with the laser, however, will change this picture. After a few optical pumping 

cycles (here: absorption of laser-photon foliowed by spontaneous emission), the atoms will he 

redistributed over the Zeeman-levels shown in Figure 6 and form a so-called A-scheme shown in 

Figure 7. The three states forming the A-level scheme forma family 

(4) 

where we have included the atomie momenturn in the Dirac notation because the laser photons, 

carrying both a well defined angular momenturn ± n along the propagation direction and linear 

momenturn + nk , effectively couple the internal and external degrees of freedom of the atomie 

states. 
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The principles of VSCPT 

The families thus formed are closed with respect to absorption of laser photons and stimulated 

emission. Families with different p are coupled only by spontaneous emission or by collisions 

(see last section of this chapter). 

lg_) 

1 

J2 

., 11 

Figure 7 /\-level configuration. The two degenerare ground 
sublevels are coupled to an excited level by two 
counterpropagating circularly polarized laser beams with 

frequency OJ /, . Each state is characterized by its internal 

quanturn number and its linear momenturn along the z-axis. The 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients corresponding to the relevant 
transitions are shown. 

The laser field can be described in a classica! way: 

where 

E~(~) E ~z ikz E ~z -ikz r = ·e ·e + ·e ·e 0+ + 0- -

with {J)L =kc, and e: and e~ derroting the circular unit veetors 

The atom-laser interaction operator V 

A 

V= -d-E , 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
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with d the electric dipale operator and E the electric field operator corresponding to (5), then 

turns mto 

v = v. e-irtJI + v+ . e+irut (9) 

with 

(10) 

where we have applied the rotating wave apprmamatwn, so that effectively (g", lvl e0 ) 

If the counterpropagating laser field amplitudes E 0+ and E 0_ are equal it follows from (9), (10), 

the Wigner-Eckart theorem and the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients shown in Figure 7 that the 

amplitudes for interaction with the laser are equal in absolute value but with opposite sign for the 

ground states g + and g _ : 

(11) 

N ow we can define two new states, being coherent superpositions of the ground states g + and 

g_. 

\}'Ne Cv):= ~ {lg+ ,ft+ lik)+ lg_ ,ft -lik)} 

\}'c(ft):= ~{I g+ ,p +lik) -I g_ ,p -lik)} 
(12) 

The non-coupling state \}' NC (-p) has the property that the amplitudes (11) for interaction with 

the laser field cancel by destructive interference, whereas in the coupling state \}' c (ft) they 

interfere constructively to give a maximum coupling to the excited state I e0 ) • 
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Thus we have found a non-coupling state ti' Ne (ft) in accordance with the first basic principle of 

VSCPT. This means that if an atom happens to fall into the ti' Ne (ft) -state by spontaneous 

emission, it does not interact anymore with the laser field. In order to have 1D VSCPT cooling it 

is also necessary to show that the non-coupling state is velocity selective in the direction in which 

we want to apply cooling, according to the second basic principle of VSCPT. 

In the 1D setup as described before the aim is to cool the z-component of the atomie momentum, 

where the z-direction is defined by the laser beams. In principle 1D cooling can be aimed at any 

value p z of the z-component of momentum, but we will prove that in this setup the VSCPT 

cooling willlead to a z-component of momenturn p z equal to zero. 

It is emphasized that ti' Ne (ft) is not an eigenstate of the atomie kinetic energy operator. In fact, 

we have for the kinetic energy in the z-direction 

(13) 

so that this kinetic energy term couples the ti' Ne (ft) - to the ti' c (ft) -state with a coupling 

strength n kp zl M . Only for ti' NC (ft) -states with Pz = 0 this coupling strength is equal to zero. 

This means that the ti' NC (p z = 0) -state is indeed the VSCPT trapped state or Dark State we are 

looking for. We will define the Dark State D(ft) and the Bright State B(ft) as 

D(ft) =ti' Nc(ft) 

B(ft) = ti'c(ft) 
E(ft) = leo,ft) 

(14) 

If an a torn is trapped in tp' NC (p z < < nk) its lifetime in the trap will be inversely proportional tO 

p;. Thus through diffusion in the momenturn space close to Pz=O the atoms will accumulate in 

the ti' Nc(Pz << nk )-state. That is why it makes sense to switch from the family-basis (4) to a 

new basis: 

{ D(ft),B(ft),E(ft)}, for all ft (15) 
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The JD Bright State 

In the family of states D(p) , B(p) and E(p) only the B(p) and E(p) states are coupled to 

each other by the laser field. The Dark State D(p) is not coupled to the excited state directly, 

but via the motional coupling kp z / M to the Bright State. It is easily shown in a dressed-state 

picture that under conditions typical for the type of experiments considered in this report [8] the 

Bright States have a higher energy than the Dark States. This is aresult of the light-shift induced 

by the interaction with the laser field if the frequency of the laser is slightly detuned above the 

atomie resonance frequency. When the amount of detuning is 8L and the light intensity is so low 

that the Rabi frequency Q. R << I8L I this light-shift will be equal to 

(16) 

where g is the effective excitation rate ( g = J2 · Q. 11 , where Q. 11 is the Rabi-frequency) between 

B(p) and E(p). This is shown in Figure 8. For blue detuning ( l\ > 0) this light-shift will be 

positive and prove to be a very important factor in the rate for collisional decay of Dark States 

into Bright States, as will be discussed in chapter 7. 
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Figure 8 (a)The new level scheme including Bright and Dark 
States. (b) Light shift of the Bright State. 
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5 THE3D DARKSTATE 

Experiments have proven that VSCPT is not only possible in JD, but also in 2D and 3D cooling 

configurations (see chapter 3). In an paper by M.A. Ol'shaniî and V.G. Minagin [20} it has been 

theoretically shown that 3D VSCPT indeed is possible for atoms with a specific energy level scheme in a 

general class of laser configurations. In the first section of this chapter the theory of this paper wilt be 

summarized as it is an indispensable basis for the rest of the analysis. 

Generalization of VSCPT theory to three dimensions 

We are looking for a coherent superposition of ground-state Zeeman-levels that farms a Dark 

State, complying with the two basic principles of VSCPT; i.e. it should be bath non-absorbing 

and velocity-selective. 

Like in the 1D and 2D experiments we are consiclering an (F = 1, F' = 1) level atom, for example 

realized using the 2S112 ~ 
2P112 (D)-transition in Rb (795 nm) or Na (589 nm). 

In 1991 M.A. Ol'shaniî and V.G. Minagin from the Institute ofSpectroscopy in Troitsk, Russia [20] 

showed that for (F = 1, F' = 1) 2-level atoms in a certain class of laser-fields such a Dark State 

indeed exists. T o summarize their analysis of the problem: 

If a non-absorbing state exists they show that it can be defined by three equations. The first 

equation states that the non-absorbing state in which we are interested is a superposition of the 

three lower level ( = ground) states I g
111

) , m = 0,± 1 . This is a necessary condition to be stable 

with respect to the decay of the upper levels I e111.) to the lower levels by spontaneous ernission. 

I'PNC) = fd 3fo I'P,~(Po)lgi/I)IPo) (17) 
m=O,±i 

Note that three ground-state wavefunctions 'P,~(fo) , m = 0,±1 , are needed to describe the 

ground state of a non-relativistic spin-one particle. The second equation means that the non

absorbing state can be found in the kemel of the electromagnetic field operator V : 

(18) 
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where V is the positive frequency part of the atom-laser interaction, sirnilar to (9) and (10) in the 

1D case. The third equation states that the non-absarhing state is an eigenstate of the unperturbed 

Harniltonian 

{19) 

except for a coupling term arising from the kinetic energy. Here w0 is the atomie transition 

frequency. 

This means that I'±' NC ) is a stationary state, except for the kinetic energy term. Apart from this 

coupling term the eigenvalue of H 0 is 

{20) 

Consiclering the fact that there is no preferred direction due to symmetry of the system it is useful 

to change the notation so that it is not necessary to choose an arbitrary axis of quantization. 

Because we consider an (F = 1, F' = 1)-level system it is convenient to describe the atoms as a 

bivector field: 

I~)=[:J {21) 

where 

ë(r) = L'f'e {-)-z m' r em. 
111'=0,±1 

{22) 
g(f) = I '±',~(r)ë,:, 

111=0,±1 

and ë,;, are the circular unit veetors with respect to the z quantization-axis. In the new notation 

the atom-laser interaction operator V can be written as 
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~[Ö l == [Ë(P) x g(P)] 
V g(P) - Ö ' (23) 

where Ë(r) is the positive frequency part of the electric field, and equations (17),(18)and(19) 

change into (24),(25) and (26). 

(24) 

Ë(r) x g(P) = ö (25) 

,1.g(P) + K 2 g(P) = 0 (26) 

with K a scalar constant. The general salution of (25) is: 

g(P) = Ç(P)Ë(P) (27) 

where Ç(P) is an arbitrary scalar function of P . Substitution into equation (26) gives: 

(28) 

Because Ë is a salution of the wave-equation ,1.(Ë) + e (Ë) = 0, a trivial salution of (28) is 

Ç(P) = constant, K = k (29) 

where k is the magnitude of the wave-vector of the laser-light. This results in the following non

absarhing state: 

I NC) [Ö ] ~ = A·Ë(P) 
(30) 

with A a normalization constant. 
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We define: 

(31) 

It has thus been proven that for any polarized monochromatic laser field there exists a stationary 

state which does not interact with the laser field. T o prove that in certain cases this non-absorbing 

state indeed is a 'Dark State' it must be shown that this state also satisfies the second principle of 

VSCPT requiring that it must be velocity-selective. In other words this solution, localized in 

momentum-space, must be the only stationary state and the only salution of the set of equations 

(24),(25) and (26). It must be proven that noother states than I \f' NC) satisfy these conditions, not 

even states that transfarm into I \f' NC) by a Galilean transformation. 

Intheir paper [20] M.A. Ol'shaniî and V.G. Minagin show that this is true as long as the laser 

field Ë does not comply with the Frobenius condition: 

Ü ·rotÜ = 0 

where Ü is defined as (32) 

Only when the Ë field satisfies the Frobenius condition (32) are there other non-trivial solutions 

to thesetof equations (24),(25) and (26). This may leadtoa confinement of less than three degrees 

of freedom by VSCPT. In most cases, however, the laser field does not comply with the 

Frobenius condition, so that the trivial salution (30) corresponds to a true Dark State. 

The physical meaning of the Dark States is easily understood without complicated and formal 

mathematics, making use of the analogy with the property of a classica! radiating electric dipole 

that it does not radiate along its axis. The quanturn mechanica! counterpart of this statement is 

easily explained on the basis of symmetry. The operator V has in any point of space rotational 

symmetry around the local electric field vector. As a consequence, using this direction as alocal 

quantization axis, a ground-state spin projection m can only couple to an excited state with equal 

m. However, since the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient (1010110) vanishes, the Wigner-Eckart 

theorem dictates that the m = 0 ground state is not coupled to an excited state. The vector field 

being everywhere rotationally symmetrie around the local field, i.e. m=O, it clearly corresponds 

to a Dark State to be denoted as \f' Ne (_p = 0) . N ote that multiplying the vector field by 
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exp(ift . fIn) arnounts to a Galilean transformation, transferring \}' NC (ft = 0) mto another 

Dark State to be denoted as \}' NC (ft) . 

Our 3D laser field 

In our experiment the electric field is generated by three orthogonal pairs of a+ a 

counterpropagating circularly polarized laser bearns. In this case the electric field (analogous to 

{6)) is given by 

E-(-) E (-x ikx -x -ikx -y iky -y -iky -z ikz -z -ikz) r = · e ·e +e ·e +e ·e +e ·e +e ·e +e ·e 0 + - + - + -

where ë:, a= x,y,z, are the circular unit veetors 

ë: =-(x+ iy)l Ji 
ë ~ = (x - iy) 1 Ji 
ë: = -(y + iz)l Ji 
ë: = (y - iz) I Ji 
ë: =-(i+ ix)/ Ji 
ë! =(2-ix)/Ji 

2n 

(33) 

(34) 

By substituting (34) into (33) and taking k =- equal to 1, the following expression for the 
ÀL 

complex Ë(P) -vector field can be derived: 

lcosy + sinz] 
Ë(P) = -Ji ·i· E0 • cosz + s~nx 

cosx+smy 

(35) 

The physical electric field as a function of time can be derived from {35) using (5). 

lcosy + sinz] 
Ë(r, t) = -2/i · E0 • cosz + s~nx · sinwt 

cosx+smy 

(36) 

It turns out that this laser configuration generates an electric field of standing waves. The standing 
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waves form an opticallattice with nocles and anti-nodes. 

Opticallattice 

The geometry of the optical lattice generated by the laser configuration can be described by a 

cubic lattice with primitive lattice veetors A· x, A· y, and A· z, where A= 27r/ k is the 

wavelength of the laser light. 

Each primitive lattice cell, defined by x, y, z E [- ±AL,± AL] , has 8 nocles and 8 anti-nodes. The 

coordinates of these (anti-) nocles are given in T able 1. 

(-3,1,-1) -(-3, 1,-1) (1, 1,-1) 

(1,-1,-3) -(1,-1,-3) (1,-1, 1) 

(-1,-3,1) -(-1,-3, 1) (-1,1,1) 

(-3,3, 1) -(-3,3,1) (-1, 1,-1) 

(3, 1,-3) -(3,1,-3) (1,-1,-1) 

(1,-3,3) -(1,-3,3) (-1,-1, 1) 

(3,3,3) -(3,3,3) (1,1,1) 

Table 1 Coordinates of the nocles and anti-nodes in one 
primitive cell of the opticallattice formed by the standing waves 
of the laser field. Notice the symrnetry. 

The optical lattice is characterized by a symmetry of cyclic exchange of the x-, y- and z

coordinates, which corresponds toa three-fold symmetry under rotations around the (1,1,1)-axis. 

This symmetry can be clearly seen in Figure 9 where the amplitude of the standing waves is 

shown in several planes perpendicular to the (1,1,1)-axis. 
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Figure 9 Plots (a)-0) are contour plots of the amplitude (squared) of the electric field in planes 
perpendicular to the (1,1,1)-axis. The plots clearly reveal the three-fold syrnmetry for rotations around this 
ax1s. 

In each plot x'= Jf (y - X) is plotted horizontally, and y' = ..Jf ( 2z - X - y) is plotted vertically. 

z' = jf (X + y + Z) ranges from 0 (a) to ff 0) in steps equal to ff I 11. 

The squared amplitude varies between zero (in the white areas) to 24 Eg in the darkest areas. In these plots 

a distance of 2tr corresponds to one laser wavelength in real space ( k: = 1 ). 
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Frobenius condition applied to the electric field 

In order to know if 3D VSCPT is possible in this laser configuration we have to check that the 

electric field doe nat satisfy the Frobenius condition (32). Calculating the quantity Ü given by 

(32) we get 

U := [I ((cos(y) + sin(z)) sin(z) cos(y) + (cos(z) + sin(x)) cos(y) cos(z) +(cos( x)+ sin(y)) sin(y) sin(z)) 
I ((cos(y) + sin(z)) sin(z) sin(x) + (cos(z) + sin(x)) sin(x) cos(z) +(cos( x)+ sin(y)) cos(z) cos(x)) 
I ( ( cos(y) + sin(z)) cos( x) cos(y) + ( cos(z) +sin( x)) sin( x) sin(y) + ( cos(x) + sin(y)) sin(y) cos( x))] (3 7) 

so that the term Ü · rot Ü equals 

-3-3 sin(z) cos(y)- 3 sin(x) cos(z)- 3 sin(y) cos(x) 

- 2 sin( x) cos(y) cos( z) sin( z) - 2 cos( x) sin(y) sin( z) cos(y) 

-2 sin(y) cos(z) cos(x) sin(x) (38) 

If we now plot (38) as a function of x, y and z (see Figure 10 ), it becomes clear that indeed 

Ü ·rot Ü is not equal to zero everywhere. The Frobenius condition is nat fulfilled so that in this 

laser configuration 3D VSCPT is possible withaDark State given by (30) . 
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Figure 10 Plot showing the expression Ü · rot Ü , the left hand 
side of the Frobenius condition (see text) applied to the electric 
field of the planned 3D VSCPT experiment. The expression is 
plottedas a function of x and y, for a constant value of z (again 
k: = 1 so that 2n on a horizontal axis corresponds to 1 laser 
wavelength in real space). The fact that the expression is not 
equal to zero everywhere, means that the Frobenius condition is 
not fulfilled so that 3D VSPCT may be possible. 
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Our 3D Dark State 

Now we can derive the exact form of the Dark State. By substituting (33) into (30) and using the 

Dirac notation one obtains: 

lmx = 1, nki) + lmx = -1, - nki) + 

D(Ö) = ~ lmy = 1, nkY)+Imy = -1, -nkY)+ 
lmz = 1, nkZ) + lmz = -1, - nkZ) 

(39) 

We are using the Dirac notation again in order to show the striking similarity with the 1D 

expression of the Dark State (12). The following properties of the Dark State follow directly from 

its definition: 

• The Dark State does not couple to the electric field. 

• It is the lowest eigenstate of the Hamiltonian (19) including the atom-laser coupling and the 

kinetic energy. 

• Thus it is a stationary state. Because it is a superposition of (meta-)stable ground-states it is 

stabie with respect to spontaneous decay. 

n2k2 
• lts energy is equal to 

2 
M . 

Furthermore we can draw the following conclusions regarding the 3D Dark State from the shape 

and the properties of the vector field descrihing both E-field and Dark State: 

• Although the Dark State does not 'feel' the preserree of the electric field, the spatial 

probability-density will be proportional to the energy density of this field. Thus the Dark 

States will be spatially trapped in the anti-nodes of the opticallattice. However, the Dark State 

wave function is not localized. The wavefunction given by (39) has the same periodicity as the 

opticallattice discussed before. 

• The Dark State displays the same 3-fold rotation symmetry around (1,1,1)-axis as the electric 

field (see Figure 9). 

Note that, as pointed out before, Galileï transformed Dark States D(p) defined by 

I D(p)) = eifJ·r/li ·I D(Ö)) are not exactly stationary states: they are motionally coupled to non-
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dark states which are consequently coupled to excited states by the laser. 

Problems and questions 

We have seen many analogies between lD and 3D VSCPT. But there are also some essential 

differences and some unsolved problems (besides the callision problem!): 

• An essential difference between VSCPT and other cooling techniques is that the cooling is 

characterized by a diffusion process in momenturn space instead of a friction force. One of the 

consequences is that the cooling efficiency highly depends on the number of dimensions. In 

3D VSCPT cooling the diffusion in three momenturn dimensions into a small region near 

zero is much less efficient than the diffusion to a small region surrounding a line or even a 

plane as needed in 2D or lD VSCPT cooling. That is why supplemental cooling mechanisms 

are necessary to imprave the cooling efficiency. Fortunately it is possible, using blue-detuned 

laser light, to create the conditions where efficient polarization gradient cooling is possible 

without disturbing the VSCPT process [21]. 

• Another unsolved question is the effect of the photons that are emitted in the last 

spontaneous decay of atoms into the Dark State. It is possible that for higher densities these 

photons, being resonant with the Dark - Bright transition will be absorbed by other Dark 

States so that the efficiency of the VSCPT will decrease. Calculations have shown that this 

effect may indeed threaten the feasibility of BEC for VSCPT cooling U. Walraven, private 

communication]. 

• Finally, in 3D it is much more complicated to find a suitable definition of Bright states than in 

the lD case. This problem will be addressed in the next chapter. 
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6 THE 3D BRIGHT STATE 

This chapter describes the search for the JD Bright States to be used in the callision calculations later on. 

First an attempt is made to find an analytica! expression but finally a numerical approach is chosen. 

Several problems that do nat appear in the literature have to be solved. 

Search for analytica! expressions for the 3D Bright States 

In the 1D example as described in chapter 4 it was straightforward to derive an analytica! 

expression for the Bright State in analogy with the expression of the Dark State (12). Thus it was 

possible to define a new basis of states (15). Like the original Family basis (4) it consistedof three 

orthorrormal states for every value of p . Since the configuration space of the atoms to be 

considered was limited to these closed 3-state families, the D(p) and B(p) , tagether with the 

E(p) clearly form a complete, orthorrormal basis. This orthorrormal basis could conveniently 

serve as a basis in which to express the initial and final states in a callision process. 

In 3D it is not so easy to find natural Bright States. Though the Dark State is uniquely defined, 

Bright States are not. In fact everything that is perpendicular to the Dark State can be called 

'Bright'. Thus it is not trivial to define a complete orthorrormal set of Bright States. In order to 

choose suitable Bright States we have tried the following two approaches: 

The motional coupling methad 

As described for the 1D example in chapter 4, the Dark States D(p) with p -:F 0 are coupled to 

the Bright States; i.e. they are not eigenstates of the free-motion Hamiltonian 

(40} 

A 

Thus the operatien of the H 0 operator on a Dark State results in a vector H 0 D(p) which can 

be uniquely decomposed into two orthogonal components: 
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(41) 

where a and fJ are scalars with fJ * 0 for all p * 0 and BH" is the newly defined Bright State. 

By substituting the expression (39) of the 3D Dark State in (41) and evaluating using (40)for H0 

one obtains 

~2 

H0 D(p) = L(D(p)) = 2M 
I"P+nkXI 2 ·lmx = l,p+nkX)+Ip-nkXI

2 
·lmx = -l,p-nkX) 

= 2 ~J6 +lp+nkjf ·lmy = l,p+nk.Y)+Ip-nkjll
2 

·lmy = -l,p-nkjl) 

+ I"P + 1ikzl 2 ·lmz = l,p + nki) + I"P -1ikzl
2 

·lmz = -l,p -nki) 

which can be written as: 

H0 D(p) = 

(I"PI 2 + 2nk(p. x)+ n2 e) ·lmx = t,p + nkX) 

+ (I"PI 2 
- 2nk(p. x)+ n2 k2

) ·lmx = -t,p -nkX) 

1 +(I"PI 2 +2nk("P·.Y)+n2e)·lmy = I,p+nk.Y) 

= 2MJ6 +(I"PI 2 -2nk("P·.Y)+n2e)·lmy =-I,p-nkjl) 

+ (I"PI 2 + 2nk(p. 2) + n2 k2
) ·I mz = t,p + nki) 

+ (I"PI 2
- 2nk(p. 2) + n2 k2

) ·lmz = -t,p -nki) 

N ow it is straightforward to identify the Dark and the Bright components as follows: 

1-1
2 n2k 2 nkl-1 fi D( -) = p + D( -)+___.!!_BH" ( -) 

0 p 2M p M p 

where the Bright State BH" (p) is defined as 
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(i~~) (lm, = l,fi+llki)-lm, = -i,p-nkX)) 

1 (- A) 
BH"(p) = J6 + l;(·(lmY = l,p+likY)-ImY = -l,p-likjl)) (45) 

+(i~~) ·(lm, = l,fi+liki)-lm, =-i,p-nkX)) 

In this way a Bright State BH" (p) has been defined for every value of p except for p = 0 (it 

should be noted that the absence of BH" (p) for p = 0 does not have a physical meaning 

because it only counts in the unique case where p is exactly equal to 0). 

Just like the 1D Bright State BH" (p) couples to the laser field. The strength of this coupling to 

the different laser beams is determined by both the direction and absolute value of p. Unlike the 

3D Dark State it is not necessarily symmetrical under cyclic exchange of x, y and z (see the next 

section). Only if p itself displays this symmetry (i.e. p ~ ( 1,1,1)) B Ho (p) will also have it. The 

BH" (p) states are orthogonal toDark States with the samemomenturn pand to both Dark and 

BH" states with a different momenturn p' as long as lP- ft'l <lik· .fi which is guaranteed if 

lftl,lft'l < lik/ .fi. 

The set of states { D(p), BH" (p)} '~ft is not satisfactory, however, because of the following 

reasons: 

• lt doesn't seem to be a complete basis. In 1D VSCPT theory the orthonormal basis 

was replaced by the orthonormal basis 

{ D(p), B(p), E (p)} . In the 3D case the atomie states are not limited to closed families of 

three internal states for each p , because any I m, p) can absorb photons from different laser 

beams, carrying momenturn in different directions, and thus escape to a different 'family' in 

the sense of 1D VSCPT. Thus it is necessary to consider all three ground and three excited 

Zeeman sublevels for each value of p . If we confine ourselves to the ground states it is clear 

that a set of states { D(p),BHo (p)} '~ft, consisting of only 2 ground states for each p, cannot 

form a complete basis. 
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• lt is not clear how to calculate the energy of the BH" (p) state. It is not an eigenstate of the 

Hamiltonian including the coupling to the laser field. 

1he symmetry-based approach 

The experimental setup that is considered in this study displays several special symmetries. The 

most obvious symmetry is the total equivalence of the coordinate directions ± x , ± y and 

± z defined by the directions of the orthogonallaser beams. 

In more precise terms, this symmetry amounts to invariance under global rotations around the 

(1,1,1)-diagonal axis over angles that are multiples of 120°. This corresponds toa cyclic exchange 

of the x, y and z coordinates according to 

{ x,y,z} ~ {y,z,x} ~ { z,x,y} 

t +-----+-----+----- +----- ~ 
(46) 

This symmetry formed the inspiration for the development of the symmetry-based method of 

generation of Bright States. In this method the basic idea is to apply 'internal' rotations (as 

explained below) instead of 'internal + external' rotations. The Dark State, like the whole 

experiment, transfarms into itself by an 'internal + external' rotation of the type described before 

(cyclic exchange of x, y and z). A separate rotation of the ('internal') spin states independent of 

the ('external') momenturn states leads to a different set of quanturn states. Using the same axis 

and rotation angle (120°) as before, the number of new states is 2. A third rotation over 120° 

transfarms back into the Dark State. The newly generated states will be called B+ (p) and 

B- (p) , as they can be formed by applying a partial rotation over + 120° or -120° respectively to 

D(p) . In Dirac notation these Bright States are given by 

and 
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lmy = l,p+nki)+lmy = -l,p-nk:X) 
1 

B+ (p) = J6 + lmz = l,p + nkj!) + lmz = -l,p -nk.Y) 

+lmx = l,p+likz)+lmx = -1,]5-likz) 

(47) 



lmz = l,p+nkX)+Imz = -l,p-nkX) 
1 

B- (p) = J6 + lmx = l,p + nkj!) + lmx = -l,p -nk.Y) 

+lmy = l,p+nkî)+lmy = -l,p-nkz) 

The 3D Bright State 

(48) 

In this way two Bright States can he defined for every p , including p = 0 , in a natural way. 

Like BH" (p) the B- (p) and B+ (p) state are orthogonal toeach other and to the Dark States 

with momenta p or P' as long as liJI,IiJ'I <lik/ J2. Tagether with the D(p) state they seem to 

form a complete ground state basis, consisting of three states for each value of p . 

But the { D(p), B+ (p), B- (p)} basis is not useful either, because it is still not obvious how to 

calculate the energy of these states. 

Numerical solution 

As the analytica! approach did not yield a satisfactory set of Bright States, we decided to use a 

numerical methad to find the eigenstates lf/; of the Hamiltonian including the interaction with 

the laser field in second order perturbation: 

(49) 

Where V again is the positive-frequency part of the atom-laser interaction. 

The lowest energy eigenstate is expected to he the Dark State, because the other (absorbing) 

eigenstates are light-shifted to higher energies due to their interaction with the laser field. These 

eigenstates can then he used to define an orthogonal set of Dark and Bright States. The set of 

Bright eigenstates will have a whole range of energy eigenvalues. Of the whole spectrum only the 

eigenstates with the lowest energy eigenvalues are important in our callision processes because the 

transitions to higher energies are strongly suppressed at low temperatures as a result of the 

endothermic energy difference (see chapter 7). 

A good numerical methad todetermine the 'exact'(= without using perturbation theory) lowest 

energy eigenstatesof the Hamiltonian (49) is the so-called Lanczos Method. 
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The Lanczos iterative methad of tri-diagonalization 

The idea of the Lanczos methad is to find a good approximation of the lowest eigenveetors and 

eigenvalues of a Hamiltonian H without diagonalizing the full H -matrix. This can be very 

economie in a large-dimensional configuration space where the H -matrix can be very (or even 

infinitely) large, in the case that only the lowest lying eigenstates are needed. 

The Lanczos methad is an iterative methad generating a set of Lanczos veetors V; enabling a 

better determination of the lowest eigenvalues for each new vector. The first step is to apply the 

Hamiltonian H to an arbitrarily chosen, normalized vector v 1 . The resulting vector Hv 1 can be 

uniquely decomposed into two orthogonal components a1v1 + Av2 • By applying H to v2 a 

third unit vector v3 orthogonal to v1 and v2 can be found in a similar way. When a fourth unit 

vector v 4 is determined from Hv 3 it turns out that Hv 3 has no component along v 1 

((v,IHiv3 ) = (v3 1Hiv,) = 0) sothat Hv 3 = jJ2v2 + a 3v3 + jJ3v4 • 

Proceeding in this way a growing set of orthorrormal veetors V; can be obtained: 

Hv1 = a 1v1 + jJ1v2 

Hv 2 = A v 1 + a2 v 2 + fJ2 v 3 

(50) 

The H -matrix expressed in the basis of V; veetors will have a tri-diagorral farm: 

a, A 0 

/3, a2 /32 0 
H= (51) 

0 /32 a3 /33 
0 /33 

Thesetof Lanczos veetors {v,, v2 , ••• V 11
} can be used to obtain an approximation of the lowest 

eigenvalues of H, by diagonalizing the n x nupper left corner of the H -matrix {51). For 

increasing n these approximated eigenvalues will converge to the eigenvalues of the full H

matrix. The usefulness of the Lanczos methad lies in the fact that in general the lowest 
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eigenvalues converge qmte efficiently, so that good approximations can be obtained for a 

relatively small number of iterations n . 

The convergence is most efficient for those eigenstates lf/; with the largest absolute eigenvalues 

jE; j. If necessary one has to apply a fictitious energy-shift so that the lowest eigenvalues E; ( < 0) 

will have the largest absolute value jE; J. When H is applied to an arbitrary 

state lf/ = L C; lf/; repeatedly the eigenstate components of lf/ with the largest absolute 

eigenvalues will quickly dominate, as can easily be seen from 

(52) 

More details about this methad can be found for example in [22] Shell-model applications in 

nuclear spectroscopy. 

The 'Bright' program 

To calculate the Bright eigenstates the Lanczos methad has been implemented in a Fortran 

routine called 'Bright'. An explanation and listing of the program can be found in Appendix C. 

Results 

In Figure 11 the eigenvalues after each Lanczos iteration, calculated by the 'Bright' program, are 

plotted against the number of iterations. In this way the convergence profile can be compared to a 

typical Lanczos convergence profile shown in reference [22]. The convergence profiles are similar 

and 25 iterations seem to be sufficient to give a good approximation for the lowest eigenvalues 

and eigenstates. Indeed, the eigenvector with the lowest eigenvalue turned out to be the Dark 

State. 
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In this way three degenerate lowest energy eigenstates have been found. In each case a different 

starting vector v1 was used for the Lanczos method. By increasing the number of iterations 

n from 25 to 40 it was also possible to find three degenerate lowest excited Bright States. The 

bright states, with their corresponding starting vector and eigenvalue are listed in Table 2. 
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T able 2 The lowest Bright Stat es as found using the Lanczos 
method, with their corresponding energies. 

The 3D Bright State 

The initial veetors are orthorrormal and transfarm into each other by cyclic exchange of x, y and 

z (rotations over 120° around (1,1,1)-axis). 

Properties of the B" By, and Bz states 

The Bright States thus found have the following properties: 

• They are eigenstatesof the Hamiltonian (49) including the interaction with the laser field (19) 

in second order, with well-defined energies shown in T able 2. 

• The Bright States Bx, By, and Bz are degenerate and transfarm into each other by rotations over 

120° around the (1,1,1)-axis. The same is true for the B'x, B'y, and B'z states. 

• The Bx, By, Bz, B' x• B' Y' and B' z states are all orthogonal to each other and to the Dark State. 

With these properties the Bright States are suitable to serve as a basis in which the initial and final 
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states of Dark State collisions can he expressed. These are the Bright States that will he used in the 

calculations in the next chapter. Although we only have found the lowest eigenvectors, which 

clearly do not form a complete basis, we believe that they are sufficient to find the major 

contribution to the collisional decay of Dark States, as transitions to Bright States with higher 

energies are strongly suppressed by the endothermic effect. 
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7 DD COLLISlONS 

In the previous chapter we have found an orthonormal set of JD Dark and lowest energy Bright States. 

In this chapter this basis is used to calculate the S-matrix elements for DD ~DD, DD ~DB, and DD ~ 

BB collisions. Subsequently inelastic cross sections, decay-rate constants and lifetimes can be calculated. 

Three categories of collisions 

We are interested in the effects of two-body collisions between Dark States. The possible callision 

processes can he divided into three groups, according to the kind of particles in the final state: 

D(p) D(p') ~ D(p'')D(p''') (53) 

D(p )D(p') ~ D(P' ')B(p''') (54) 

D(p )D(p') ~ B(P' ')B(P' '') (55) 

Where D is the 3D Dark State and B can he any state orthogonal to D . The reasans to make a 

distinction between these three categories of collisions will become clear when the results of the 

calculations are discussed later in this chapter. Important is the fact that the Bright States B -

under experimental conditions considered in this study- have a higher energy than the D as a 

result of the light shift. Thus a final state containing one or two B states will have a higher energy 

than the initia! state containing only D -states, so that {54) and (55) are endothermic. Purthermare 

there are important differences in symmetry properties between the final states of the different 

categories. 

The next section will describe the methods and the approximations used to calculate the effective 

scattering amplitudes for the different categories of callision processes mentioned above. 

Calculation of the effective scattering amplitudes 

The Bright States B in equation (53)-(55) can he any state orthogonal to the Dark State D . It is 
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sufficient, however, to take into account only the final states with the lowest energies. This is 

caused by the fact that higher energy final states are strongly suppressed due to the endothermic 

effect. 

In this study only the lowest energy Bright States B:o By, and Bz wil/ be considered. 

This approach is justified by the fact that even the first excited Bright states B 'x> B 'Y' and B 'z have 

an energy more than twice as high as Bx, By, and Bz. This means that even the DB'dinal state will 

have a higher energy than the BiBj final state (i,j = x,y,z), so that the corresponding callision 

process will be relatively strongly suppressed. Thus the callision processes (54) and (55) with B = 

Bx, By, or Bz will give the main contribution to the collisional decay of Dark into Bright States. 

We wil/ only look at the sub-recoil temperature regime 

We will only look at the sub-recoil temperature regime where JPatomJ < tzk1a,er because this is the 

regime where VSCPT is used and where the majority of atoms will reside after a sufficient 

cooling time. In fact we will use the restrietion JPatomJ < tzklaser/2J2 to ensure the othogonality 

of the basis of two-particle states that will be used. It should be noted that this restrietion is rather 

close to the critical temperature for BEC. In the planned 87Rb experiment this critical temperature 

is estimated to be ~/10, corresponding to JPatomJ = nk1a.,er / JlO. In this temperature regime it is 

allowed to apply some cold-temperature-limit approximations in order to calculate the S-matrix 

elements and the effect of the temperature on the decay rate. 

The cold-temperature limit corresponds to the limit where the momenta p , p' , p'' and p''' are 

all equal to zero. Although in the complete calculation in Appendix A these momenta are treated 

in a more correct way, they will be omitted intherest of this section for reasous of clarity and 

because effectively they do not play a role in calculating the scattering amplitudes. Later on the 

initial and final momenta will play a role when incorporating the endothermic effect for 

transitions from Dark to Bright states and calculating the decay-rate constants. There the 

momenta will be reintroduced using a thermal velocity distribution. For now, (53)-(55) can be 

simplified to: 

DD~DD (56) 

DD~BD (57) 

DD~BB (58) 
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In order to calculate the cross sections for these processes the first step is to calculate the scattering 

amplitudes 

sDD DD = ({DD} lsl {DD}) 

sBD,DD =({DB} lsl {DD}) 

sBB,DD =({BB}Isi{DD}) 

(59) 

where the brackets {} denote that the enclosed two-body quanturn state has been symmetrized 

according to Bose-statistics, and S is the scattering operator. 

The essential idea is that the atoms feel the optical lattice only as long as they do nat feel one 

another. As soon as they start to see each other they forget about the preserree of the optical 

lattice and behave like free atoms during the scattering process. The reason for this is that for 

short inter-atomie distances the scattering interaction is much stronger than the interaction with 

the laser field. This is essentially the basis of the so-called Degenerate Internal State (DIS) 

approximation. 

The Dark States are assumed to forget about the presence of the optica! lattice as soon as they 

start to see each other. 

In the DIS approximation the differential cross sections are written as a pre-factor (a ratio of final 

and initial magnitudes of relative momenta, taking into account the actual eigenvalues of the 

Dark and Bright States involved) and a scattering matrix element squared (see (66) and further). 

Thus, in calculating the scattering matrix elements, the callision channels can he taken as 

degenerate in energy. The DIS approximation originates from the adiabatic approximation used 

in nuclear physics, where the diEferences in internal energy can he neglected as the kinetic energy 

of the colliding particles is much higher. Experience has shown that the DIS approximation can 

he successfully used in the physics of cold-atom collisions in the absence of strong magnetic fields, 

even if the internal energy diEferences are of the same order as, or even larger than the kinetic 

callision energy. More details about this methad can he found for example in [23]. 

We wil! use the Degenerate Internal State approximation in order to be able to calculate the 

DD scattering amplitude as a superposition of scattering amplitudes of free atoms in 

I m, p) substates. 
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It is now possible to express the scattering amplitudes (59) as a sum of scattering amplitudes 

I I IIcabcd(ma ,mb ,pa ,ph lslmc,md ,pc,Pd) (60) 
a b c d 

where the amplitudes (ma, mb, Pa, Pb I si me, md, P 0 P d) describe elastic collisions between 

I m, p) substates with well-defined momenturn P and well-defined projection m of the atomie 

angular momenturn on a given axis. Here we have used the linearity of the scattering operator to 

express the Dark and the Bright States as coherent superpositions of I m, p) atomie states. 

Subsequently, in calculating the scattering matrix elements, we neglect the small values of the 

momenta P and replace them by Ö. In this way, the matrix elements and consequently all 

differential cross sections become isotropic. 

In the cold-temperature limit, the smal! values of the momenta p are replaced by Ö. 

The sum of amplitudes (60) can be evaluated further and be expressed in S-matrix elements for 

elastic collisions between free atoms, which are well known and can be expressed in scattering 

lengths aF for elastic scattering of two atoms in the total F = 0 and F = 2 states via the usual 

definition of the scattering length: 

(61) 

with t5F ~ -k ·aF for small k. This evaluation is performed in full detail in Appendix A. 

Here we will suffice with a summary of the further steps and approximations that are necessary 

to calculate the scattering amplitudes (59): 

• Due to the symmetry of the scattering potential, governed by central interactions (the singlet 

and triplet interactions arising from the inter-atomie Coulomb force), the total atomie angular 

momenturn F and its projection M F on a given axis are good quanturn numbers that are 
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conserved during the collision. That is why the (elastic) scattering operator can he expressed in 

on-shell matrix elements SF F M M "· P-
3 given by 

I' /• I' f '1'1 1 f 

{62) 

• Because the temperatures are very low, only S-wave ( l = 0) contributions are needed to 

calculate the scattering matrix elements. 

• In the low-temperature limit the phase-shift 5F Ü.BI) (see (62)) is equal to 5F Ü.BI) = -k ·aF so 

that the scattering amplitudes can he expressed in two real constants: the scattering lengths 

a F=O and a F=Z (the F = 1 contribution vanishes due to Base symmetry and the s-wave 

approximation). 

As the number of substates involved is quite large, leading to 24 x 24 dimensional scattering 

matrices, a symbolic program called 'DDCollision' was written to calculate the coefficients cahcd 

in (60) and evaluate the summation including the scattering matrix elements (62). The program 

uses the Bx, BY, and Bz States output from the 'Bright' program (see chapter 6) and an array 

containing the D -state coefficients as input. The results are expressed as effective scattering 

amplitudes and will he discussed in the next section. 

An explanation and a fulllisting of the 'DDCollision' program can he found in Appendix D. 

Scattering amplitude results 

The results that have been found using the 'DDCollision' program for the effective scattering 

amplitudes are shown in Table 3. The third category of (59) has been split into two categories, as 

the scattering length turns out to he equal to zero in those cases where the two Bright States in 

the final state are different. 

3 SF F M M p-. P- = (F1 , M1 , p1 Is! F;, Mi, Pi) is the scattering-matrix element for two colliding 
" !• I' I· I. I 

particles with a well-defined total angular momenturn F, projection of the total angular momenturn on a given axis 
Mand relative momenturn pin the initial state (subscript i) and the final state (subscript f). 
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0 

0 

-0.26 aF-a - 0.52 aF-2 

T able 3 The scattering amplitude results for different possible 
callision processes with Dark and lowest Bright States in the 
final state. The results are expressed in the scattering lengths aF-o 
(63) and aF-z. (64),which are known for Na. 

The scattering amplitudes for the processes DD ~ BD and DD ~BiB; (i -:1:- j) are equal to zero. 

This can be explained on the basis of symmetry arguments, using some elementary group theory. 

It can be shown (see Appendix E) that, based on the cubic ('0')-symmetry of the laser setup, the 

scattering amplitude for any DD ~ BD state should vanish. Furthermore it can be shown that 

the amplitude for any DD ~BiB; (including i=j) is proportional to the projection of the BiB; final 

state on the 1/ J3 ( BxBx + BYBY + BzBJ state. As all states BiB; (i -:1:- j) are orthogonal to 1/ J3 ( BxBx 

+ BYBY + BzBJ, the corresponding scattering amplitudes vanish. The three possible BiBi states, 

ho wever, all have a non-zero projection on the 1/ J3 (BxBx + ByBy + BzBz) state, leading to a non

zero scattering amplitude. 

The results are expressed m the two scattering lengths a F=O and a F=2 , which have been 

numerically calculated for Na in our group using the coupled channel method [24] on the basis of 

spectroscopie information on the N a2 S = 0 and S = 1 bound state energies: 

(63) 

and 

a F=2 = 86.18a0 (64) 
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where G 0 is the Bohr radius 

G0 = 5.29177259 x 10-tt m (65) 

Cross sections 

The differential cross section do'/ dQ can be expressed in terms of the scattering amplitudes as 

follows: 

(66) 

with Pr and pi the final and initia! relative momenturn of the colliding atoms and lfon~.KY I the 

appropriate scattering amplitude as given by T able 3. The factor IPr 1/IPi I has been included 

according to the DIS approximation to account for the endethermie effect due to the energy 

diEferenee between the Dark and the Bright States. 

Collisiona1 decay-rate constants 

To calculate the decay rates, the decay-rate constants GDD~BB and GDD~DB defined by 

dnD ( ) 2 dt = - Gnv~ss- GvD~ns nD (67) 

have to be calculated using [24] 

( 
1 I "Pi I elf ) 2 ( ) GDD~XX = -2·-·(J'XXDD(pi) =41l'·GXXDD v, Jl ' ' · them1 

then11 

(68) 

where Jl is the reduced atomie mass and / v f) the atomie velocity in the final state averaged 
\ them1 

according toa thermal distribution of the initia! state velocity. In Appendix B the average velocity 

in the final state is calculated using a Boltzmann velocity distribution of the initia! state, leading to 

the following results: 
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GDD-7DB = 0 

G DD-7BiBj = 0 (i -:;:. i) {69) 

GDD-7BiBi = 41Z" · (- 65a0 Y 

From the decay-rate constant G the lifetime r can easily he derived if the Dark State density 

n D is known using 

1 
r=-

GnD 
(70) 

We will consider the case that a large part of the atoms is already in the Dark State resulting in a 

Dark State density of the sameorder of magnitude as the atomie density. Using the cross sections 

from Table 3, the scattering lengths (63)-(65), a typical density of 1012 atoms cm-3 and a light shift 

of 4 MHz for 23Na (0.6 MHz for 87Rb), the lifetimes shown in Table 4 can he calculated. It has 
• been assumed that the scattering length for 87Rb is the same as for 23Na. This is not a bad 

approximation as the values of the 87Rb triplet scattering lengths are very similar to the 23N a 

scattering length [26].The only differences taken into account are the different masses and laser 

frequencies, which play a role in calculating TR, TBEC, and G using {69). 

2.4 0.14 0.2 s ~ 60 min 

T able 4 Lifetimes of Dark States in a typical VSCPT BEC 
experiment using 87Rb or 23Na atoms, taking into account decay 
channels to the three lowest degenerate Bright State (these results 
have been calculated on the basis of a 4 MHzlight shift for 23Na 
and a 0.6 MHzlight shift for 87Rb). 

li2k2 
4 calculated using (2) t kB TR = 

2 
M , M = the atomie mass 

21rli
2 

( n ) -% 
5 calculated using TBEC = -- -- , M= the atomie mass and n = 1012 atoms cm-3 

k8 M 2.612 
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It should he noted that the lifetimes listed in T able 4 depend very strongly on parameters like the 

temperature and the Dark State atom density. Small deviations from the typical values used to 

calculate these lifetimes may lead to results which are significantly different. This is illustrated in 

Figure 12 where the lifetime is plotted against the Dark State density and the temperature T, 

scaled to their typical values. 

lifetime (s) 

0. 

0 

0 

0 

T/Trecoil 

1.6 1.6 

Figure 12 Lifetime of 87Rb Dark State due to collisional decay 
to the lowest three degenerate Bright States, plotted as a function 
of the temperature Tand the density n (for a fixed light shift of 
0.6 MHz). T is scaled to the recoil temperature (0.35 ~-tK). The 
density n is scaled to a typical density of 1012 atoms cm·3• lt is 
clear that small variations in n or T have a large influence on the 
lifetime. 
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-7 
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Figure 13 Lifetime of 87Rb and 21Na Dark State due to 
collisional decay to the lowest three degenerate Bright States, 
plotted as a function of the density n for two values of T 
(T = T recoil and T = T BEC) and a fixed light shift of 4 MHz (0.6 
MHz for 87Rb). The density n is scaled to a typical density of 
1012 atoms cm·3

• It is clear that smal! variations in n have a large 
influence on the lifetime. The effect on the T = T BEC plots is 
strongest because the critica! temperature for BEC T BEC depends 
on the density n itself. 

2 

87Rb 

The importance of the Dark State density n is best illustrated by Figure 13 where the 
10logQifetime) at the recoil temperature and at the critical temperature for BEC are presented as 

functions of n in the range of 1013 atoms cm·3 
, a factor of 10 higher than the typical value used in 

the calculations. In this regime several interesting things happen: 

For increasing n, 

• the calculated lifetime of the Dark State becomes shorter than the expected VSCPT cooling 

time ( ~ 100 ms). 

• the critical temperature for BEC increases and heemnes higher than the recoil temperature; 

both in case of 87Rb and 23Na. 
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• the lifetime at TBEC of a 23Na Dark State becomes shorter than the lifetime of a 87Rb Dark 

State, due to the difference in atomie mass (under identical experimental conditions, including 

the fixed ratio between light-shift and recoil energy). 

Condusion 

Camparing a calculated lifetime at ~~ of the order of 0.6 s for 87Rb to a VSCPT interaction time 

of 100 ms (the time needed to cool the atoms down from TR to TR/10) it can he concluded that 

Dark-Dark ground-state collisions are not expected to have an important effect on the VSCPT 

cooling process in the experiment that is considered here. This result depends highly on critical 

parameters like the light-shift and the density, however. It is not clear what will happen aftera 

Bose-Einstein Condensate has formed and when the condensate is maintained during time periods 

equal to or longer than the calculated Dark State lifetimes. 
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8 SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS 

• We have numerically determined the lowest Bright Statesin a 3D VSCPT setup, showinga 3-

fold degeneracy due to the 3-fold cyclic x,y,z-exchange symmetry. 

• We have calculated the following rate constants for decay of the Dark State through ground

state collisions: 

GDD-.+DB = 0 

G DD-+BiBj = 0 (i * j) 

• Under conditions that are typical for near-future VSCPT BEC experiments the lifetime of 

Dark States due to decay into the lowest Bright States caused by ground-state collisions 

depends strongly on the energy diEferenee between the Dark State and the lowest light-shifted 

Bright States. Fora light shift of 4 MHz ~3Na) or 0.6 MHz C7Rb) this lifetime is equal to 

r~0.6s (n=l012 cm-3
, T=TR) 

r~4h (n=l012 cm-3
, T=TsEc ~TR/10) 

in case of 87Rb 

(A typicallifetime for 87Rb of 4 MHz [8] would lead to langer lifetimes) 

and 
r ~ 0.2 s (n = 1012 cm-3 

, T = TR) 

r ~ 1 h (n = 1012 cm-3 
, T = TsEc ~TRI 20) 

in case of 23N a. 

• It can he concluded that Dark State collisions are nat expected to cause problems in VSCPT 

BEC experiments, as long as the Bright states are light-shifted above the Dark State energy by 

a sufficient amount. 
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9 RECOMMENDATIONS 

• In this study only ground-state collisions between Dark States have been considered. A more 

rigarous analysis including the effect of the coupling to the optically excited state would be 

more complicated and was nat included in the original questions by M.S. Shahriar. Other 

people, however, have raised the question if the coupling to the excited state should be taken 

into account as the presence of a significant population of excited state atoms is inherent to 

VSCPT. Indeed we consider this to be an interesting subject that certainly neecis some serious 

attention and may well be required in order to draw final conclusions about the significanee of 

Dark State collisions for the use of VSCPT in BEC experiments. 

• The Bright States used in the calculations have been determined for a fixed ratio between the 

light-shift and the recoil energy. It would be interesting todetermine the lowest energy Bright 

States for different values of the light-shift and look at the dependenee of the collisional cross 

sections on this light-shift energy. 

• To imprave our understanding of 3D VSCPT further it could greatly help to continue the 

search for analytical expressions for a complete basis of Dark and Bright States either to find 

the analytical expressions, or to understand why it is nat possible. 
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Appendix A 

APPENDIX A: DERIVA TION OF THE SCATTERING AMPLITUDE 

We look at the callision D(j31) + D(j32 ) ~ D(J3\) + D(j3'2 ), where D(j3) is obtained 

through a Galilei-transformation of the zero momenturn Dark State D(Ö) ,as described by 

equation (39) in chapter 5. The derivation can be easily generalized for final states containing one 

or two Bright States by replacing the Dark State coefficients CD, in (71) by Bright State 

coefficients (for example calculated by the 'Bright' program). 

T o calculate the cross section of this callision we have to obtain the two-particle state first. 

Two-particle state of Dark States 

We will describe the two-particle state as a superposition of spin-one eigenstates of the 

momenturn operator with a well defined projection mz of the spin on the z-axis, denoted 

by IJ3, mz) . In this basis the Dark State D(p) is given by: 

18 18 18 

ID(J3)) =I lP;+ ÎJ;,m;)(P; + ÎJ;,m;ID(J3)) =I cv; ·lp+ ÎJ;,m;):= I cv; ·1Jf(]3);,m;) 
i=l i=l i=l 

(71) 

where the real momenturn (=eigenvalue of the momenturn operator p) Jf(]3);:= p + P; with 

the values of P; listed in T able 5: 

tzkx 1 -1 

3 tzkx -1 -1 

5 - tzkx 0 -Ji 
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Derivation of the scattering amplitudes 

9 

11 

1':''.2 

13 

15 

17 

nkA · .. y o· 

nky -1 -1 

·_ nky 

- nky 0 i-Ji 

nkz -2. i 

nkz 

nkz -1 0 

- nkz 0 0 

- nkz ~1 

Table 5: The 3D Dark State is a coherent superposition of 14 
I p,mz > states. In this table the coefficients of the Dark States 
are listed in the basis of I p,~ > states with a momenturn of 

magnitude n k on one of the coordinate axis and a spin

projection of -1i ,0, or n in the z-direction. 

In the derivation we will need the following restrictions: 

and 

The last restrietion (73) enables us to write the symmetrized D(p1 )D(p2 ) state as 

where 

(72) 

(73) 

(74) 
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D,(p,)D,(p,) ~ (t,c,m ·lP,+ ,ö.,m.).) .(t,c"' ·lP,+ ,ö,,m,),) ~ 
= LCvaCDb ·lp,+ Pa,ma\ ·lfi2 + Pb,mh\ 

ah 

So that 

With the definitions 

P
- ·- p,-p2 
12'- 2 

Yah:= Pa+ Pb 

CDDah:= CD!a 'CD2h 

(75) 

= 

(76) 

Note: the spin-dependent part of the wavefunctions in (76) is not symmetrized, because later on, 

when converting to the F,mF basis, we will use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients that are basedon 

non-symmetrized S1, ~, S2 , ~ states. Of course by (74) the total state is symmetrized 

appropriately for bosons. 

The scattering amplitude 

N ow we willlook at the S-matrix element 

(77) 
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Derivation of the scattering amplitudes 

As we are interested in differential cross sections, which can generally be expressed in terms of the 

T-matrix element Tp~p· according to 

(78) 

we will decompose the S-matrix element in the following way: 

({ D1 (p\ )D2 (p' 2 )}lsl{ D1 (p 1 )D2 (P2 )} ) = ({ D1 (p' 1 )Dz (p'z )}111{ DI (pi )Dz (pz )} ) - (
79

) 

2m · o(E'-E) · ({ D1 (p' 1 )D2 (p' 2 )}lrl{ Dl (pl)Dz (pz)}) 

Here the first term on the right-hand side is the amplitude that there is no scattering at all. The 

second term on the right-hand side is the amplitude that the atoms actually scatter. It contains a 

delta-function of the total two-particle state energy, ensuring conservation of energy, and an T

matrix element 

(80) 

corresponding to the T-matrix element in {78). 

To evaluate ({D1 (p\ )D2 (p' 2 )}lrl{ D1 (p1)D2 (p2 )}) further, we will use the fact that the atomie 

momenta and correspondingly the callision energies are very small. In this case we can use the 

Lippman-Schwinger equation to obtain the following Bom series forT: 

T=VAA +VAAG0VAA +VAAG0VAAG 0VAA+ ... 

with 

1 
G

o. ______ _ 
.- 0 

E-H -VAL 

(81) 

where VAA is the atom-atom interaction potential, V AL the atom-laser interaction potential, E 

the total energy of the two-particle state, and H 0 the sum of the single-atom Hamiltonians 
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without the atom-laser interaction. The next step is to regard the colliding atoms as being free 

scattering atoms that 'forget' about the optical lattice when they experience the much stronger 

inter-atomie force during the collision. Essentially this approximation means putting VAL equal to 

zero in the intermediate propagator G 0 (81). 

Now we can apply the DIS-approximation and use the linearity of the matrix elements to 

calculate the T-matrix element as a superposition of 'basic' T-matrix elements corresponding to 

collisions between the I m, p) substates. We substitute the expression for the symmetrized two

particle Dark State (76) in (80) and get 

(82) 

As a result of the low temperature only the S-wave ( l = 0) components of the initial and final 

states will contribute. Because of the spherical symmetry of the S-wave contributions the 

scattering amplitude will only depend on the magnitude lffl of the relative momenturn ff and be 

independent of its direction. Furthermore, for S-wave scattering, the Toperator is symmetrical 

under the exchange of the arre-partiele spin states. This means that (82) can be simplified to 

({Dl (p'l )Dz (p'z )}lrl{ DI (pi)Dz (Pz )} J = 

= 4 · ~ · IIc*DDab ·CDDcd ·((ma,mb,ijf'abi,fr'ab llrllmc,md,ijfcdi,frcd )) (83) 
ah cd 

: = 2 • " "c· DDah . c D!Jcd . T 1-'1 n-' 1-1 n-~ ~ m 0 ,mh, tr , ,mc,md, tr, 
ah cd 

Subsequently the T-matrix element Tm",m".lä'I,IÏ',mc,md,l.ifl,fl can be written as the product of a delta

function, two Kronecker deltas and a remainder according to 

({D1(P\ )Dz(P'z )}jri{D~(pl)Dz(Pz)}) = 

= 2 I I c* IJDahCJ)Dcd53 (fr•ah -frcd). b'F',F . 5m"+m.,m,+md . ~.",m,"lä'l,iï',m,,md,läl,iï (

84
) 

ah c.:d 
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Derivation of the scattering amplitudes 

The delta-Eunetion 83 (TI' ah-fi cd) of the total final and initial momenturn results from 

integrating the matrix element over the center-of-mass coordinates and corresponds to 

conservation of momentum. The Kronecker deltas 5,11 +1ll 111 +1ll and 8F. F arise from the fact that 
a b • c d ' 

T is spherically symmetrical so that the total angular momenturn F and its projection on a 

given axis mF are conserved. Tma,mh.liT'I.fl',mc,md,l;rl,fl does not contain a delta-Eunetion of the total 

energy, because this factor was already split off in the decomposition of S (79). This reflects the 

fact that S conserves energy, while the Y.matrix element does not necessarily conserve energy. 

Finally, we will project the Y.matrix element Tma,mb,ilf'i,fi',mc,md,ilfi,fi on a F,mF basis using 

Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (l,ml>l,m2 1 F, m 1 +mz): 

T 1-'1 n-· 1-1 n- = ma ,mh ' 7r ' ,me ,md ' 1r ' 

L(l,ma,l,mbiF,ma +mb)·TF,Ilfi·(F,mc +mdll,mc,l,md) (85) 
F=O,I,2 

where, taking into account only S-wave contributions, TF,llfl is given by 

(86) 

with ln'l the magnitude of the relative momenturn and aF a real constant: the scattering length. 

Substituting (85) and (86) in (84) results in 

(87) 
=2II I 

c• DDahC DDcdb3 (fl'ah -flcd). bF',F 

.Jm +m m+m ·(l,ma,l,mhlF,ma +mb)· 
a b • c d 

( 

liTI J -2i·-·aF 
e li -1 

• . ( ) 2 
1

_

1 

· (F,mc + md ll,mc ,l,md) 
- 2zm 2n · 1r 

ah cd F=0,1,2 
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For very small momenta P; and p'; (corresponding to ÏJ;, p'; ~ Ö ) the continuous argument of 

the delta-function in (87) reduces to a difference of discrete momenta, so that the delta function 

IJ? I 
-2i·-·a,.. 

e n -I 
6

• Purthermare the factor will be 
- 2im(2nY ·ln:l 

is reduced to a Kronecker delta b'fl' fi 
ah' cd 

(88) 

This expression has been used in the symbolic 'DDCollision' program to calculate the scattering 

amplitude ( { D 1 (p' 1 )D2 (p' 2 ) }jTI{ D1 ("]3 1 )D2 (]32 )}) and similar amplitudes for the other 

scattering processes mentioned in chapter 7. In fact the output of the 'DDCollision' program is 

nat equal to ( { D 1 (p' 1 )D2 (]3' 2 )}jTI{ D1 (]3 1 )D2 (]32 )} ) , but to (-1) times the scattering amplitude 

JDD--+DLJ which, according to the above definition of TF,Iifl , differs from 

( { D 1 (p' 1 )D2 (p' 2 ) }jTI{ D 1 (]3 1 )D2 (]32 )}) by a factor - (2nf mli so that the output of the 

program , - fnn--+OD, actually is given by 

(89) 

6 Another way to see that the delta·function can be replaced by a Kronecker delta is to apply periodic bOtmdary 
conditions, so that the two-particle basis states can be normalized to one. 
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Derivation of the endothermic effect 

APPENDIX B: DERIV A TION OF THE ENDOTHERMIC EFFECT 

In this appendix an expression is derived for (v f) , the thermally averaged final state atomie 
thenn 

velocity in a Dark State collision. It will he shown that substitution of this expression in ( 68) 

directly gives (69), the expression for the decay-rate constants G DD-.xx. 

Weuse: 

1 2 1 2 
1. Energy conservation: 2 f.JV; = !1& + 2 f.1V f where V; and v f are the initialand the final 

state relative atomie velocities, !1& is the endothermic difference in internal energy between 

the final state and the initial state and 11 is the reduced atomie mass. 

1 
2. A Boltzmann velocity distribution: p(v; )d 3v; = ( r . exp(- V;

2 I a 2 )d'v; with 
a# 

a:~pk;T. 

So that using 1. and 2. 
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In order to evaluate the last integral we will take the limits for !::.& ~ 0 (applicable to the 

DD ~ DD collision) and !::.& ~ oo (applicable to the DD ~BB collision): 

and 

( ) (
exp(-f::.&/kBT) ~& "'s J lim v 1 = lim J; · 2a · -k · dy · .JY · exp(- y) = 

!J.c-->oo then11 !J.&-->oo 7[ B T 
0 

which can be substituted in (68) 

G ( 
1 lP; I eff ( )) 4 ( eff )

2 
( ) 

DD--> XY = -
2 

. - . (J X'( DD pi = 7r ' a XY DD ' V f f.J ' ' · therm 

to obtain (69): 
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Derivation of the endothermic effect 

for 11& = 2( EB; - E D) and M = 2Ji is the atomie mass. 

QED 
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APPENDIX C: 'BRIGHT' PROGRAM 

GOAL: 

The aim of the program is to calculate the lowest lying eigenstates, orthogonal to the Dark State, 

p 2 v+v 
of the Hamiltonian (49) fl'"' = 

2
M + 

48 
using the Lanczos iteration method (see chapter 6, 

L 

(49) and further). Here V+ V describes the interaction with the 3D VSCPT electric field in second 

order perturbation. The program perfarms a number of iterations equal to the variabie NUP and 

gives the 4 lowest eigenvalues and coefficients in the Lanczos-vector basis of the corresponding 

eigenveetors after each iteration. After the last iteration it calculates the coefficients of the n'h 

eigenstate in the I p, mz) -basis, where n can be chosen from { 1,2,3,4} using the variabie NE V. 

METHOD: 

According to the Lanczos method one starts with a given starting-vector v1 and generates a new 

p 2 v+v 
Lanczos vector vi+I in each iteration step by applying fl'"' = -- + -- to V;, taking the 

2M 48L 

component orthogonal to the subspace spanned by {v1 ... V;} and normalizing (see chapter 6). 

Representation of atomie states: 

In the 'Bright' program all veetors are expressed in the basis of I p, mz) states. The Lanczos 

veetors V; are represented by an array V containing the coefficients 

V[nx,ny,nz,IDz+ 2,i]= (fJ = tzkfi, mz I V;). 

Representation of Hamiltonian fl'"' 

p 2 v+v 
In order to calculate fl'"' I v; ) the Hamiltonian is divided in two parts: fl'"' => 

2 
M + 

48 
, to 

L 

be represented in the program as 

fl'"' V[ nx,ny,nz,IDz + 2,i] = TV[ nx,ny,nz,mz + 2] + E _ratio''E2V[ nx,ny,nz,IDz + 2]. 

Calculation of Hamiltonian H1
"

1 
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'Bright' program 

The two parts TV[ nx,ny,nz>lllz + 2] and E2V[ nx,ny,nz>lllz + 2] are calculated in the following way: 

2 

1. TV[nx,ny,nz>1I1z+2]= :M lvi) can easily be calculated in a separate subroutine according to 

p2 . tz2 k2 2 2 2 • 

TV[nx,ny,nz,lllz+2]:= 
2

m V[nx,ny,nz,lllz+2,1]= 
2

M (nx +ny +nz )V[nx,ny,nz,mz+2,1] 

2. E2V[nx,ny,nz,lllz+2] = v+vl vi) is a little bit more complicated. To understand the effect of 

v+v on the vector vi in the V[nx,ny,nz,lllz+2,i]-representation we havetolook at v+v in 

more detail: 

First we will use the (bi-)vector representation as introduced in chapter 3. In this 

representation the effect of v+v on an arbitrary ground state represented by g is given by: 

For the Dark State g = g0 I/ Ë it is clear that v+vl g0 ) = Ö. If an adiabatic approximation 

would be applied in the calculation of the Bright States, i.e. its structure adapts itself 

instantaneously to the local electric field, then g = g 13 would be perpendicular to the local 

field Ë. In that case v+vl g13 ) ~ ~
2 

corresponds to the light shift. Our method of 
L 

calculation, however, is more rigarous than this. 

As we are using a basis of I p,mz) -states it is useful tolook at the matrix elements 

1 __ 
1 

A+ Al-·) (e,;,. ·Ë)(Ë* ·e,;,)-IËI2 (e,:,. ·e,;,) . . .. 
\e,;,. V V e,;, ~ _ 

45 
wh1eh we w11l spht mto two parts 

L 

according to (e,;,. lv+vl e,;,) ~ V,~'.';;;.-ad (P) + vad (P) where vad (P): = IË~;w is the so-called 
L 

non-ad(-) (e,:,. ·Ë(r))(Ë*(P)·e,;,). . . 
adiabatic potential and V,11 ,111 • r : = _ 

45 
1s the so-called non-adiabat1c 

L 

potential. 

Mainly because of 'historie' reasans the adiabatic partand the non-adiabatic part are treated in 

separate sub-routines of the 'Bright' program (see 'structure' below). To evaluate further we 

substitute Ë(P) = A+(P)e: + A0 (P)e; + A-(P)e~. When usingthe expression (33) for 

Ë(P) it turns out that the scalar functions A+(p), A0 (P) and A-(p) are weighted 

superpositions of exponential terms of the form exp( ± ik a) , a = x, y, z , which - in the 
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vector-presentation - act as Galilean transformations. Thus the functions A ±,o (F) can be 

. A± o(-) wntten as ' r = '"' ±,0 GA likaGA lik(J h ± 0 1 d GA lika · 
~ ca ,fJ • w ere ca :fJ are camp ex constauts an 1s a 

a,(J=±x,±y,±z 

Galilean transformation, for example: G likx I p) ~ I p + nki) . Thus it is possible to evaluate 

the adiabatic and the non-adiabatic potentials further, resulting in matrix elements 

(fJ + nka + nktJ,m'lvadiabaticlfJ,m) and (ft+ nka + nktJ,m'IV"'m-adiahaticlfJ,m). The 

adiabatic matrix elements (fJ' ,m'IVadiabariclfJ,m) are equal to zero if m'7= m. In the 'Bright' 

program these matrix elements are stared in the array E2ADIA[~nx, ~ny, ~nz,]. The non

adiabatic potenrial also connects states with m' 7:. m . The corresponding matrix elements are 

stared in array E2NADIA[~nx, ~ny, ~nz,m'z,illz+2]. 

u sing these arrays it is straightforward to calculate V+ vl V i ) starting with V[ nx,ny,nz,mz + 2,i] 

and storing this intermediateresult in E2V[nx,ny,nz,IDz+2]. 

Normalization 

T o calculate the effect of H'"' , we have to know the normalization constant E _ratio in 

H'"' V[nx,ny,nz,IDz+2,i]= TV[nx,ny,nz,IDz+2]+ E_ratio'~E2V[nx,ny,nz,IDz+2] which depends on 

the ratio between the light-shift energy and the one-photon recoil energy. 

n2e 
Under conditions typical for our experiment [8] the recoil energy lM corresponds to 0.115 

MHz for Na. In the program this has been taken as the unit of energy. Now E_ratio must be 

n2e 
chosen so as to represent a typical value of the light-shift energy in units of 

2 
M . 

By varying the E _ratio constant the Bright States can be calculated for different values of the 

light-shift energy (which depends on the laser intensity and amount of detuning). The ratio can be 

changed according toE _ratio=E _typical'~E _factor, where E _factor is one of the input

parameters. 

The light-shift energy \E
2 

(r)\ depends on the position f. We will assume, however, that the 
4bL 

typical value of 4 MHz mentioned in [8] corresponds to the maximum value of the light-shift in 
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IE 2 
(r)lmax g 2 

the anti-nodes of the 3D VSCPT laser field: -----'-="- ::= -----;;-- :::: 4 MHz. Thus the normalization 
481_ 4uL 

.. l ..i_2M.!__ 4 
constant E_rat10 1s equa to 48L n2 k 2 6

- O.ll
5

. 
6 

1 
O.l 

725 
, where the factor 1/6 has been 

added because the maximum value of E 2 (P) in the representation used to calculate the 

coefficients in the E2NADIA array is 6. 

STRUCTURE: 

MAIN PROGRAM lines 1-82 
Initialize variables, arrays, etc. 
Read input parameters from file 'bright.in' 
Initialize Hamiltonian arrays and first Lanczos vector 
DO 1 .. NUP 

Calculate next Lanczos vector 
Calculate eigenveetors and eigenvalues using NAG-Lib routine F02BBF 
Write eigenvalues and eigenveetors to standard output 
Call CONV EIGENVECTORS in order to convert eigenvector nr.NEV in 
the basis-of lm,p> states, check if it really is an eigenvector, 
and write results to standard output. 

SUBROUTINE V_MIN_D(V,D) lines 83-108 
Called by FILL_HAM 

SUBROUTINE INIT_V(V,D) 
Called by MAIN 

Initialize first Lanczos vector 

lines 109-187 

COMPLEX*16 FUNCTION INPROD(X1,X2) lines 188-213 
Calculate inner product of 2 veetors of the type V[nx,ny,nz,mz+2] 

SUBROUTINE TOPERATOR(V,TV) lines 214-239 
Called by FILL_HAM, CONV EIGENVECTORS 

Calculate kinetic energy term of Hamiltonian 

SUBROUTINE FILL_STAP(E2ADIA,E2NADIA) lines 240-363 
Called by MAIN 

Initialize arrays containing matrix elements of adiabatic and 
non-adiabatic potential 

SUBROUTINE E20PERATOR(V,E2V,E2ADIA,E2NADIA) lines 364-429 
Called by FILL_HAM, CONV EIGENVECTORS 

Calculate light-shift energy term of the Hamiltonian 

SUBROUTINE E2NADIA_OPERATOR(V,E2V,E2NADIA) lines 430-479 
Called by CHECK PERP 

Calculate only non-adiabatic energy term 

(SUBROUTINE CHECK_D(D,EADIA,ENADIA) lines 480-525 
(not used anymore) 

SUBROUTINE CHECK_PERP_E(V,ENADIA) lines 526-554 
Called by CONV EIGENVECTORS 

Check projection of V and E2V, the result of the non-adiabatic 
potential applied to v. 

SUBROUTINE FILL_HAM(N,HAM,V,D,EADIA,ENADIA,E_SHIFT,E_RATIO) lines 555-651 
Called by MAIN 

Apply Hamiltonian to V and decompose the result in 
order to obtain the next Lanczos vector. 
Check if Hamiltonian still behaves like a Hermitian operator. 
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SUBROUTINE COPY_HAM(cHAM,rHAM,N) 
Called by MAIN 

Copy real part of cHAM into rHAM 
Make sure that imaginary part did not exceed 0.001 

(SUBROUTINE EIGENV(N,HAM,EIGENVALUES,EIGENVECTORSR,EIGENVECTORSI) 
(not used anymore) 

SUBROUTINE CONV_EIGENVECTORS(V,EIGENVECTORS,EIGENVALUES, 
Called by MAIN 

convert eigenvector nr.NEV in the basis 
of lm,p> states. 
Check if it really is an eigenvector 
Write results to standard output. 

FULL LISTING: 

PROGRAM LANCZOS 
c 11-4-95 A.J. Moerdijk. 
c NMAX en beginvector vl aangepast 6-5-95 Martijn Mulders 
c E_RATIO toegevoegd 21-6-1995 Martijn Mulders 

IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER NXMAX,NMAX 
PARAMETER (NXMAX=8,NMAX=50) 
COMPLEX*l6 V(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3,0:NMAX) 
COMPLEX*l6 DARK(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3) 
COMPLEX*l6 HAM(NMAX,NMAX) 
COMPLEX*l6 HAM2(NMAX,NMAX) 
DOUBLE PRECISION HAMl(NMAX,NMAX),A(NMAX,NMAX),B(NMAX,NMAX) 
DOUBLE PRECISION E_SHIFT,E_RATIO,E_FACTOR 
COMPLEX*l6 E2ADIA(-l:l,-1:1,-l:l) 
COMPLEX*l6 E2NADIA(-2:2,-2:2,-2:2,3,3) 
INTEGER N,I,J,NUP,NEV 

c variables needed by NAG: 

+ 
+ 

DOUBLE PRECISION D(NMAX),E(NMAX),E2(NMAX),X(NMAX,NMAX), 

DOUBLE PRECISION 
LOGICAL C(NMAX) 

G(NMAX) ,LB,UB,EIGENVALUES(NMAX), 
EIGENVECTORS(NMAX,NMAX) 
EIGENVECTORSR(NMAX,NMAX),EIGENVECTORSI(NMAX,NMAX) 

INTEGER ICOUNT(NMAX),IFAIL,NUM_EIGENV,REAL_NUM_EIGENV 

OPEN(lO,FILE='bright.in') 
READ(lO,*) NUP 
IF (NUP.GT.NMAX) THEN 

WRITE(6,*) 'NUP > NMAX, ENLARGE PARAMETER NMAX !' 
WRITE(6,*) 'NUP = ',NUP,' NMAX = ',NMAX 
STOP 

ENDIF 
READ(lO,*) E_SHIFT 

lines 652-674 

lines 675-716 

lines 717-885 

C************************************************************************ 
READ(lO,*) E FACTOR 
E_RATIO=E_FACTOR/0.1725DO 

C************************************************************************ 
READ(lO,*) LB,UB 
READ(lO,*) NEV 
CALL FILL_STAP(E2ADIA,E2NADIA) 
CALL INIT_V(V,DARK) 

C CALL CHECK_D(DARK,E2ADIA,E2NADIA) 

c 

68 

+ 
+ 

DO N=l,NUP 
CALL FILL_HAM(N,HAM,V,DARK,E2ADIA,E2NADIA,E_SHIFT,E_RATIO) 
CALL COPY_HAM(HAM,HAMl,N) 

IF (N.GT.2) THEN 
IFAIL=O 
NUM EIGENV=N 

CALL EIGENV(N,HAM,EIGENVALUES,EIGENVECTORSR,EIGENVECTORSI) 
CALL F02BBF(HAMl,NMAX,N,LB,UB,NUM_EIGENV,REAL_NUM_EIGENV, 

EIGENVALUES,EIGENVECTORS,NMAX,D,E,E2,X,G,C, 
ICOUNT,IFAIL) 
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'Bright' program 

c 

IF (IFAIL.NE.O) THEN 
WRITE(6,99995) IFAIL 

ELSE 
WRITE(6,99994) 
WRITE(6,99997) (EIGENVALUES(I),I=1,4) 
WRITE(6,99998) 
DO I=1,N 

WRITE(6,99997) (EIGENVECTORS(I,J),J=1,4) 
WRITE(6,99997) (EIGENVECTORSR(I,J),J=1,4) 

ENDDO !I 
WRITE(6,*) 
WRITE(6,*) 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

END DO 
C DO N=1,10 
C WRITE(6,' (20F8.3) ') (HAM1(I,N) ,!=1,10) 
C ENDDO 

IF (NEV.NE.O) CALL CONV_EIGENVECTORS(V,EIGENVECTORS,EIGENVALUES, 
+ NUP,NEV,E_SHIFT,E_RATIO,E2ADIA,E2NADIA) 

99999 FORMAT(' 
99998 FORMAT(' 
99997 FORMAT(' 
99995 FORMAT(' 
99994 FORMAT(' 

NORM IS OUT OF RANGE: N= ',!5,' M = ',!5) 
EIGENVECTORS' ) 

END 

',20F9.4) 
ERROR IN F02BBF, IFAIL 
EIGENVALUES' ) 

', !2) 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE V_MIN_D(V,D) 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER NXMAX 
PARAMETER (NXMAX=8) 
COMPLEX*16 V(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3) 
COMPLEX*16 D(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3) 
COMPLEX*16 INPROD,V_DOT_D 
INTEGER IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN 

V_DOT_D=INPROD(V,D) 
write(6,*) 'V.D = ',V_DOT_D 
DO ISPIN=1,3 

DO IZ=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
DO IY=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

DO IX=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
V(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)=V(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)-

+ V_DOT_D*D(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN) 
ENDDO !IX 

ENDDO !IY 
ENDDO !IZ 

ENDDO ! !SPIN 

END 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE INIT_V(V,D) 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER NXMAX,NMAX 
PARAMETER (NXMAX=8,NMAX=50) 
COMPLEX*16 V(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3,0:NMAX) 
COMPLEX*16 D(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3) 
COMPLEX*16 INPROD,V_DOT_V 
INTEGER IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN 

V(0,0,0,2,1)=(1DO,ODO) 
C V(0,0,1,2,1)=(1DO,ODO) 
C V(0,0,0,3,1)=(1DO,ODO) 
C V(-1,-1, 0,2,1)=(0DO, 1DO) 
C V(1,1,0,2,1)=(0DO, 1DO) 
CC V(0,0,0,1,1)=(-1DO,ODO)/DSQRT(2DO) 
CC V(0,0,0,3,1)=(1DO,ODO)/DSQRT(2DO) 
C V(1,0,0,1,1)=(-1DO,ODO)/DSQRT(6DO) 
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Appendix C 

C V(-l,O,O,l,l)=(-lDO,ODO)/DSQRT(6DO) 
C V(O,l,O,l,l)=(ODO,lDO)/DSQRT(6DO) 
C V(O,-l,O,l,l)=(ODO,lDO)/DSQRT(6DO) 
C V(O,O,l,2,1)=(1DO,ODO)/DSQRT(3DO) 
C V(0,0,-1,2,1)=(1DO,OD0)/DSQRT(3DO) 
C V(l,0,0,3,1)=(1DO,ODO)/DSQRT(6DO) 
C V(-l,0,0,3,1)=(1DO,OD0)/DSQRT(6DO) 
C V(O,l,0,3,1)=(0DO,lDO)/DSQRT(6DO) 
C V(0,-1,0,3,1)=(0DO,lDO)/DSQRT(6DO) 
C V(3,0,0,2,1)=(1DO,ODO) 
C V(l,O,O,l,l)=(lDO,ODO)/DSQRT(3DO) 
C V(O,l,0,2,1)=(1DO,ODO)/DSQRT(3DO) 
C V(O,O,l,3,1)=(1DO,ODO)/DSQRT(3DO) 
cc V(O,O,l,l,l)=(lDO,ODO)/DSQRT(6DO) 
cc V(l,O,O,l,l)=(ODO,-lDO)/DSQRT(24DO) 
cc V(-l,O,O,l,l)=(ODO,-lDO)/DSQRT(24DO) 
cc V(O,l,O,l,l)=(ODO,lDO)/DSQRT(24DO) 
cc V(O,-l,O,l,l)=(ODO,-lDO)/DSQRT(24DO) 
cc V(l,0,0,2,1)=(0D0,-1DO)/DSQRT(l2DO) 
cc V(-l,0,0,2,1)=(0DO,lD0)/DSQRT(l2DO) 
cc V(O,l,0,2,1)=(-1DO,ODO)/DSQRT(l2DO) 
cc V(0,-1,0,2,1)=(-lDO,ODO)/DSQRT(l2DO) 
cc V(0,0,-1,3,1)=(-lDO,ODO)/DSQRT(6DO) 
cc V(l,0,0,3,l)=(ODO,-lDO)/DSQRT(24DO) 
cc V(-l,0,0,3,1)=(0D0,-1DO)/DSQRT(24DO) 
cc V(O,l,0,3,l)=(ODO,-lDO)/DSQRT(24DO) 
cc V(O,-l,0,3,1)=(0DO,lDO)/DSQRT(24DO) 

D(O,O,l,l)=(lDO,ODO)/DSQRT(6DO) 
D(l,O,O,l)=(OD0,-1DO)/DSQRT(24DO) 
D(-l,O,O,l)=(OD0,1DO)/DSQRT(24DO) 
D(O,l,O,l)=(ODO,lDO)/DSQRT(24DO) 
D(O,-l,O,l)=(ODO,lDO)/DSQRT(24DO) 
D(l,0,0,2)=(0D0,-1DO)/DSQRT(l2DO) 
D(-l,0,0,2)=(0D0,-1DO)/DSQRT(l2DO) 
D(O,l,0,2)=(-1DO,ODO)/DSQRT(l2DO) 
D(0,-1,0,2)=(1DO,ODO)/DSQRT(l2DO) 
D(0,0,-1,3)=(1DO,ODO)/DSQRT(6DO) 
D(l,0,0,3)=(0D0,-1DO)/DSQRT(24DO) 
D(-l,0,0,3)=(0D0,1DO)/DSQRT(24DO) 
D(O,l,0,3)=(0D0,-1DO)/DSQRT(24DO) 
D(0,-1,0,3)=(0D0,-1DO)/DSQRT(24DO) 
CALL V_MIN_D(V(-NXMAX,-NXMAX,-NXMAX,l,l),D) 
V_DOT_V=lDO/CDSQRT(INPROD(V(-NXMAX,-NXMAX,-NXMAX,l,l), 

+ V(-NXMAX,-NXMAX,-NXMAX,l,l))) 
DO ISPIN=l,3 

DO IZ=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
DO IY=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

DO IX=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
V(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN,l)=V_DOT_V*V(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN,l) 

ENDDO !IX 
ENDDO !IY 

ENDDO !IZ 
ENDDO !ISPIN 

C V(O,O,l,,l,l)=(l/DSQRT(3DO),ODO) 
C V(O,l,O,l)=(l/DSQRT(3DO),ODO) 
C V(l,O,O,l)=(l/DSQRT(3DO),ODO) 
C V(O,O,O,l)=(lDO,ODO) 

END 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
COMPLEX*l6 FUNCTION INPROD(Xl,X2) 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER NXMAX 
PARAMETER (NXMAX=B) 
COMPLEX*l6 Xl(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3), 

+ X2(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3) 
INTEGER IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN 
COMPLEX*l6 NORM 

NORM=(ODO,ODO) 
DO ISPIN=l,3 

DO IZ=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
DO IY=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
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'Bright' program 

DO IX=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
NORM=NORM+CONJG(X1(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN))*X2(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN) 

ENDDO !IX 
ENDDO !IY 

ENDDO !IZ 
ENDDO liSPIN 
INPROD=NORM 

END 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE TOPERATOR(V,TV) 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER NXMAX 
PARAMETER (NXMAX=B) 
COMPLEX*16 V(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3), 

+ TV(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3) 
INTEGER IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN 
DOUBLE PRECISION CONST 

C******* the next constant will be renormalised to 1 in FILL HAM *********** 
C CONST=0.02875DO 

CONST=1DO 
C*************************************************************************** 

DO ISPIN=1,3 
DO IZ=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

DO IY=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
DO IX=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

TV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)= CONST*(IX**2 +IY**2 +IZ**2) * 
+ V(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN) 

ENDDO !IX 
ENDDO !IY 

ENDDO ! IZ 
ENDDO ! I SPIN 
END 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE FILL_STAP(E2ADIA,E2NADIA) 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
IMPLICIT NONE 
COMPLEX*16 E2ADIA(-1:1,-1:1,-1:1) 
COMPLEX*16 E2NADIA(-2:2,-2:2,-2:2,3,3) 
INTEGER IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN1,ISPIN2 

DO IZ=-1,1 
DO IY=-1, 1 

DO IX=-1,1 
E2ADIA(IX,IY,IZ)=(ODO,ODO) 

ENDDO !IX 
ENDDO !IY 

ENDDO !IZ 

DO ISPIN1=1,3 
DO ISPIN2=1,3 

DO IZ=-2,2 
DO IY=-2,2 

DO IX=-2,2 
E2NADIA(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN2,ISPIN1)=(0DO,ODO) 

ENDDO !IX 
ENDDO !IY 

ENDDO !IZ 
ENDDO ! ISPIN2 

ENDDO !ISPIN1 

E2ADIA(0,0,0)=(6DO,ODO) 
E2ADIA(0,1,1)=(0D0,-1.0DO) 
E2ADIA(0,1,-1)=(0D0,1.0DO) 
E2ADIA(0,-1,1)=(0D0,-1.0DO) 
E2ADIA(0,-1,-1)=(0D0,1.0DO) 
E2ADIA(1,0,1)=(0D0,-1.0DO) 
E2ADIA(1,0,-1)=(0D0,-1.0DO) 
E2ADIA(-1,0,1)=(0D0,1.0DO) 
E2ADIA(-1,0,-1)=(0D0,1.0DO) 
E2ADIA(1,1,0)=(0D0,-1.0DO) 
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278 E2ADIA(l,-l,O)=(ODO,l.ODO) 
279 E2ADIA(-l,l,O)=(ODO,-l.ODO) 
280 E2ADIA(-l,-l,O)=(ODO,l.ODO) 
281 
282 E2NADIA(O,O,O,l,l)=(2DO,ODO) 
283 E2NADIA(l,O,-l,l,l)=(OD0,-0.5DO) 
284 E2NADIA(-l,O,-l,l,l)=(OD0,0.5DO) 
285 E2NADIA(O,l,-l,l,l)=(OD0,0.5DO) 
286 E2NADIA(O,-l,-l,l,l)=(OD0,0.5DO) 
287 E2NADIA(-l,O,l,l,l)=(OD0,0.5DO) 
288 E2NADIA(l,O,l,l,l)=(OD0,-0.5DO) 
289 E2NADIA(O,-l,l,l,l)=(OD0,-0.5DO) 
290 E2NADIA(O,l,l,l,l)=(OD0,-0.5DO) 
291 E2NADIA(-2,0,0,l,l)=(-0.25DO,ODO) 
292 E2NADIA(2,0,0,1,1)=(-0.25DO,ODO) 
293 E2NADIA(0,-2,0,1,1)=(0.25DO,ODO) 
294 E2NADIA(0,2,0,1,1)=(0.25DO,ODO) 
295 
296 DO IZ=-2,2 
297 DO IY=-2,2 
298 DO IX=-2,2 
299 E2NADIA(IX,IY,IZ,3,3)=E2NADIA(IX,IY,IZ,l,l) 
300 ENDDO ! IX 
301 ENDDO ! IY 
302 ENDDO ! IZ 
303 
304 
305 E2NADIA(0,0,-2,3,1)=(1DO,ODO) 
306 E2NADIA(-2,0,0,3,1)=(-0.25DO,ODO) 
307 E2NADIA(2,0,0,3,1) =(-0.25DO,ODO) 
308 E2NADIA(0,-2,0,3,1)=(-0.25DO,ODO) 
309 E2NADIA(0,2,0,3,1) =(-0.25DO,ODO) 
310 E2NADIA(l,0,-1,3,1)=( ODO,-lDO) 
311 E2NADIA(-l,0,-1,3,l)=(ODO,lDO) 
312 E2NADIA(O,l,-1,3,1)=(0D0,-1DO) 
313 E2NADIA(O,-l,-1,3,1)=(0D0,-1DO) 
314 E2NADIA(l,l,0,3,1) =(-0.5DO,OD0) 
315 E2NADIA(l,-1,0,3,1) =(-0.5DO,OD0) 
316 E2NADIA(-1,1,0,3,1) =(0.5DO,ODO) 
317 E2NADIA(-l,-l,0,3,1)=(0.5DO,ODO) 
318 
319 DO IZ=-2,2 
320 DO IY=-2,2 
321 DO IX=-2,2 
322 E2NADIA(-IX,-IY,-IZ,l,3)=CONJG(E2NADIA(IX,IY,IZ,3,1)) 
323 ENDDO !IX 
324 ENDDO !IY 
325 ENDDO !IZ 
326 
327 E2NADIA(-l,0,-1,2,l)=(ODO,-l.ODO)/DSQRT(2DO) 
328 E2NADIA(l,0,-1,2,l)=(ODO,-l.ODO)/DSQRT(2DO) 
329 E2NADIA(O,-l,-1,2,1)=(1DO,ODO)/DSQRT(2DO) 
330 E2NADIA(O,l,-1,2,1)=(-1DO,ODO)/DSQRT(2DO) 
331 E2NADIA(-2,0,0,2,1)=(0.5DO,ODO)/DSQRT(2DO) 
332 E2NADIA(2,0,0,2,1)=(-0.5DO,OD0)/DSQRT(2D0) 
333 E2NADIA(0,-2,0,2,1)=(0D0,-0.5DO)/DSQRT(2DO) 
334 E2NADIA(0,2,0,2,l)=(OD0,0.5DO)/DSQRT(2DO) 
335 E2NADIA(-l,l,0,2,1)=(-0.5D0,-0.5DO)/DSQRT(2DO) 
336 E2NADIA(-l,-l,0,2,1)=(-0.5D0,0.5DO)/DSQRT(2DO) 
337 E2NADIA(l,l,0,2,1)=(-0.5D0,0.5D0)/DSQRT(2DO) 
338 E2NADIA(l,-1,0,2,1)=(-0.5D0,-0.5DO)/DSQRT(2DO) 
339 
340 
341 DO IZ=-2,2 
342 DO IY=-2,2 
343 DO IX=-2,2 
344 E2NADIA(-IX,-IY,-IZ,l,2)=CONJG(E2NADIA(IX,IY,IZ,2,1)) 
345 E2NADIA(IX,IY,IZ,3,2)=-E2NADIA(IX,IY,IZ,2,1) 
346 E2NADIA(-IX,-IY,-IZ,2,3)=-CONJG(E2NADIA(IX,IY,IZ,2,1)) 
347 ENDDO ! IX 
348 END DO ! IY 
349 ENDDO !IZ 
350 
351 100 CONTINUE 
352 E2NADIA(0,0,0,2,2)=(2DO,ODO) 
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'Bright' program 

E2NADIA(2,0,0,2,2)=(0.5DO,O.ODO) 
E2NADIA(1,-1,0,2,2)=(0D0,1.0DO) 
E2NADIA(1,1,0,2,2)=(0D0,-1.0DO) 
E2NADIA(-2,0,0,2,2)=(0.5DO,ODO) 
E2NADIA(-1,-1,0,2,2)=(0D0,1.0DO) 
E2NADIA(-1,1,0,2,2)=(0D0,-1.0DO) 
E2NADIA(0,2,0,2,2)=(-0.5DO,ODO) 
E2NADIA(0,-2,0,2,2)=(-0.5DO,ODO) 

END 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE E20PERATOR(V,E2V,E2ADIA,E2NADIA) 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER NXMAX 
PARAMETER (NXMAX=B) 
COMPLEX*16 V(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3), 

+ E2V(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3) 
COMPLEX*16 E2ADIA(-1:1,-1:1,-1:1) 
COMPLEX*16 E2NADIA(-2:2,-2:2,-2:2,3,3) 
INTEGER IX,IY,IZ,IXX,IYY,IZZ,ISPIN,ISPINR 

DO ISPIN=1,3 
DO IZ=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

DO IY=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
DO IX=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

E2V(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)=(ODO,ODO) 
ENDDO !IX 

ENDDO ! IY 
ENDDO !IZ 

ENDDO liSPIN 

DO ISPIN=1,3 
DO IZ=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

DO IY=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
DO IX=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

C GOTO 100 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

DO IZZ=-1,1 
DO IYY=-1,1 

DO IXX=-1,1 
IF ((IABS(IX+IXX).LE.NXMAX).AND. 

(IABS(IY+IYY).LE.NXMAX).AND. 
(IABS(IZ+IZZ).LE.NXMAX)) THEN 

E2V(IX+IXX,IY+IYY,IZ+IZZ,ISPIN)= 
E2V(IX+IXX,IY+IYY,IZ+IZZ,ISPIN)+ 
E2ADIA(IXX,IYY,IZZ)*V(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN) 

ENDIF 
ENDDO !IXX 

ENDDO !IYY 
ENDDO !IZZ 

C 100 CONTINUE 
DO ISPINR=1,3 

DO IZZ=-2,2 
DO IYY=-2,2 

DO IXX=-2,2 
IF ((IABS(IX+IXX).LE.NXMAX).AND. 

+ (IABS(IY+IYY).LE.NXMAX).AND. 
+ (IABS(IZ+IZZ).LE.NXMAX)) THEN 

E2V(IX+IXX,IY+IYY,IZ+IZZ,ISPIN)= 
+ E2V(IX+IXX,IY+IYY,IZ+IZZ,ISPIN)-
+ E2NADIA(IXX,IYY,IZZ,ISPIN,ISPINR)* 
+ V(IX,IY,IZ,ISPINR) 

ENDIF 
ENDDO !IXX 

ENDDO !IYY 
ENDDO !IZZ 

ENDDO ! ISPINR 

ENDDO !IX 
ENDDO !IY 

ENDDO ! IZ 
ENDDO ! I SPIN 
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Appendix C 

END 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE E2NADIA_OPERATOR(V,E2V,E2NADIA) 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER NXMAX 
PARAMETER (NXMAX=8) 
COMPLEX*16 V(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3), 

+ E2V(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3) 
COMPLEX*16 E2NADIA(-2:2,-2:2,-2:2,3,3) 
INTEGER IX,IY,IZ,IXX,IYY,IZZ,ISPIN,ISPINR 

DO ISPIN=1,3 
DO IZ=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

DO IY=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
DO IX=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

E2V(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)=(ODO,ODO) 
ENDDO !IX 

ENDDO !IY 
ENDDO !IZ 

ENDDO liSPIN 

DO ISPIN=1,3 
DO IZ=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

DO IY=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
DO IX=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

DO ISPINR=1, 3 
DO IZZ=-2,2 

DO IYY=-2,2 
DO IXX=-2,2 

IF ((IABS(IX+IXX).LE.NXMAX).AND. 
+ (IABS(IY+IYY).LE.NXMAX).AND. 
+ (IABS(IZ+IZZ).LE.NXMAX)) THEN 

E2V(IX+IXX,IY+IYY,IZ+IZZ,ISPIN)= 
+ E2V(IX+IXX,IY+IYY,IZ+IZZ,ISPIN)-
+ E2NADIA(IXX,IYY,IZZ,ISPIN,ISPINR)* 
+ V(IX,IY,IZ,ISPINR) 

ENDIF 
ENDDO !IXX 

ENDDO !IYY 
ENDDO !IZZ 

ENDDO !ISPINR 

ENDDO !IX 
ENDDO !IY 

ENDDO !IZ 
ENDDO liSPIN 
END 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE CHECK_D(D,EADIA,ENADIA) 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER NXMAX,NMAX 
PARAMETER (NXMAX=8,NMAX=50) 
COMPLEX*16 EADIA(-1:1,-1:1,-1:1) 
COMPLEX*16 ENADIA(-2:2,-2:2,-2:2,3,3) 
COMPLEX*16 D(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3), 

+ E2V(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3), 
+ TV(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3), 
+ HV(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3) 

INTEGER IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN 
COMPLEX*16 INPROD,AN 

C Check of D eigenvector met energie van kinetische en. operator 
CALL TOPERATOR(D,TV) 
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CALL E20PERATOR(D,E2V,EADIA,ENADIA) 
DO ISPIN=1,3 

DO IZ=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
DO IY=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

DO IX=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
HV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)=TV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)+E2V(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN) 
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'Bright' program 

ENDDO !IZ 
ENDDO !IY 

ENDDO !IX 
ENDDO ! I SPIN 
AN=INPROD(E2V,E2V) 
WRITE(6,*) 'E2V.E2V = ',AN 
AN=INPROD(D,HV) 
WRITE(6,*) 'D.H*D ',AN 
AN=INPROD(D,D) 
WRITE(6,*) 'D.D ',AN 

DO ISPIN=1,3 
DO IZ=-1,1 

DO IY=-1,1 
DO IX=-1,1 

C write(6,*) IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN,HV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN) 
ENDDO !IZ 

ENDDO !IY 
ENDDO !IX 

ENDDO !ISPIN 
END 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE CHECK_PERP_E(V,ENADIA) 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER NXMAX,NMAX 
PARAMETER (NXMAX=8,NMAX=50) 
COMPLEX*16 ENADIA(-2:2,-2:2,-2:2,3,3) 
COMPLEX*16 V(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3), 

+ E2V(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3) 
INTEGER IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN 
COMPLEX*16 INPROD,AN 

CALL E2NADIA_OPERATOR(V,E2V,ENADIA) 
AN=INPROD(E2V,E2V) 
WRITE(6,*) 'E2V.E2V ',AN 
AN=INPROD(V,E2V) 
WRITE(6,*) 'V.E2V ',AN 
DO ISPIN=1,3 
DO IZ=-3,3 

DO IY=-3,3 
DO IX=-3,3 

C write(6,*) IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN,E2V(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN) 
ENDDO ! IZ 

ENDDO !IY 
ENDDO !IX 

ENDDO !!SPIN 
END 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE FILL_HAM(N,HAM,V,D,EADIA,ENADIA,E_SHIFT,E_RATIO) 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
C *** renormalisation constants L_SHIFT, E RECOIL and RENORM added by 
c *** Martijn Mulders, May 10 1995 
c 

IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER NXMAX,NMAX 
PARAMETER (NXMAX=8,NMAX=50) 
INTEGER N 
COMPLEX*16 HAM(NMAX,NMAX) 
COMPLEX*16 EADIA(-1:1,-1:1,-1:1) 
COMPLEX*16 ENADIA(-2:2,-2:2,-2:2,3,3) 
DOUBLE PRECISION E_SHIFT,E_RATIO 
COMPLEX*16 V(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3,0:NMAX), 

+ D(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3), 
+ E2V(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3), 
+ TV(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3), 
+ HV(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3), 
+ HV2(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3), 
+ VTMP(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3) 

INTEGER IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN 
COMPLEX*16 BNm1,AN,BNp1 
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Appendix C 

COMPLEX*l6 INPROD,V1HV2,V2HV1 

CALL TOPERATOR(V(-NXMAX,-NXMAX,-NXMAX,l,N),TV) 
CALL E20PERATOR(V(-NXMAX,-NXMAX,-NXMAX,l,N),E2V,EADIA,ENADIA) 
DO ISPIN=1,3 

DO IZ=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
DO IY=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

DO IX=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
HV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)=TV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN) 

+ + (E_RATIO*E2V(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)) 
+ -E_SHIFT*V(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN,N) 

ENDDO !IZ 
ENDDO !IY 

ENDDO !IX 
ENDDO !!SPIN 

c HV can be decomposed as b_{n-l}*V_{n-1} + a n*V n + b_{n+l)*V_{n+l} 

BNml=(ODO,ODO) 
IF (N.GT.l) BNml=CONJG(HAM(N-l,N)) 
AN=INPROD(V(-NXMAX,-NXMAX,-NXMAX,l,N),HV) 
IF (N.LT.NMAX) THEN 

DO ISPIN=l,3 
DO IZ=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

DO IY=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
DO IX=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

VTMP(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)=HV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)-
+ BNml*V(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN,N-1) 
+ -AN*V(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN,N) 

ENDDO !IZ 
ENDDO !IY 

ENDDO !IX 
ENDDO ! !SPIN 
CALL V_MIN_D(VTMP,D) 
BNpl=CDSQRT(INPROD(VTMP,VTMP)) 
DO ISPIN=l,3 

DO IX=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
DO IY=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

DO IZ=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
V(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN,N+l)=VTMP(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)/BNpl 

ENDDO !IZ 
ENDDO !IY 

ENDDO !IX 
ENDDO ! !SPIN 

C Check whether (vl,Hv2)A* = (v2,Hvl) (Hermitian Hamiltionian) : 
CALL TOPERATOR(V(-NXMAX,-NXMAX,-NXMAX,l,N+l),TV) 
CALL E20PERATOR(V(-NXMAX,-NXMAX,-NXMAX,l,N+l),E2V,EADIA,ENADIA) 
DO ISPIN=l,3 
DO IX=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

DO IY=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
DO IZ=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

HV2(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)=TV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)+ 
+ +E_RATIO*E2V(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN) 
+ -E_SHIFT*V(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN,N+l) 

ENDDO !IZ 
ENDDO !IY 

ENDDO !IX 
ENDDO ! !SPIN 
VlHV2=INPROD(V(-NXMAX,-NXMAX,-NXMAX,l,N),HV2) 
V2HVl=INPROD(V(-NXMAX,-NXMAX,-NXMAX,l,N+l),HV) 
write(6,*) VlhV2,V2HVl 

c Check norm of new vector v : 
C WRITE(6,*) 'CHECK INPROD = ' 
C + INPROD(V(-NXMAX,-NXMAX,-NXMAX,N+l) 
C + ,V(-NXMAX,-NXMAX,-NXMAX,N+l)) 
C HAM(N,N+l)=BNpl 
C HAM(N,N)=AN 

HAM(N,N)=AN 
HAM(N,N+l)=VlHV2 
IF ((N-l).GE.l) HAM(N,N-l)=BNml 

ENDIF 
END 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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653 SUBROUTINE COPY_HAM(cHAM,rHAM,N) 

654 C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
655 IMPLICIT NONE 
656 INTEGER NMAX,N 
657 PARAMETER (NMAX=SO) 
658 COMPLEX*16 cHAM(NMAX,NMAX) 
659 DOUBLE PRECISION rHAM(NMAX,NMAX) 
660 DOUBLE PRECISION TMP1,TMP2,TMP3 
661 INTEGER I , J 
662 
663 DO J=1,N 
664 DO I=1,N 
665 rHAM( I,J)=DREAL(cHAM(I,J)) 
666 TMP1=DIMAG(CHAM(I,J)) 
667 IF ( TMP 1. GT. 1D-4 ) THEN 
668 WRITE(6,*) 'HAMILTONIAN NOT REAL!' 
669 STOP 
670 ENDIF 
671 ENDDO 
672 ENDDO 
673 END 
674 
675 C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
676 SUBROUTINE EIGENV(N,HAM,EIGENVALUES,EIGENVECTORSR,EIGENVECTORSI) 

677 C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
678 IMPLICIT NONE 
679 INTEGER NXMAX,NMAX,N 
680 PARAMETER (NXMAX=8,NMAX=50) 
681 COMPLEX*16 HAM(NMAX,NMAX) 
682 DOUBLE PRECISION EIGENVECTORSR(NMAX,NMAX),EIGENVALUES(NMAX) 
683 DOUBLE PRECISION EIGENVECTORSI(NMAX,NMAX) 
684 DOUBLE PRECISION A(NMAX,NMAX),B(NMAX,NMAX),D(NMAX),E(NMAX) 
685 DOUBLE PRECISION WK1(NMAX),WK2(NMAX),TOL,EPS 
686 INTEGER I,J,IFAIL 
687 DOUBLE PRECISION X02AJF 
688 
689 DO I=1,N 
690 DO J=1,N 
691 A( J, I )=DREAL(HAM(J, I)) 
692 B( J, I )=DIMAG(HAM(J, I)) 
693 ENDDO 
694 ENDDO 
695 
696 CALL F01BCF(N,O.ODO,A,NMAX,B,NMAX,D,E,WK1,WK2) 
697 IFAIL=1 
698 EPS=X02AJF( ODO) 
699 CALL F02AYF(N,EPS,D,E,A,NMAX,B,NMAX,IFAIL) 
700 IF ( IFAIL. NE. 0) THEN 
701 WRITE(6,99996) IFAIL 
702 ELSE 
703 DO I=1,N 
704 EIGENVALUES(I)=D(I) 
705 DO J=1,N 
706 EIGENVECTORSR(J,I)=A(J,I) 
707 EIGENVECTORSI(J,I)=B(J,I) 
708 ENDDO 
709 ENDDO 
710 ENDIF 
711 
712 99996 FORMAT('ERROR IN F02AYF IFAIL -• I2) 
713 END 
714 
715 
716 
717 C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
718 SUBROUTINE CONV_EIGENVECTORS(V,EIGENVECTORS,EIGENVALUES, 
719 + N,J,E_SHIFT,E_RATIO,EADIA,ENADIA) 

720 C----------------------------------------------------------------------------
721 C routine converts J'th eigenvector to (nx,ny,nz) basis. 
722 
723 IMPLICIT NONE 
724 INTEGER NXMAX,NMAX,N,J 
725 PARAMETER (NXMAX=8,NMAX=50) 
726 COMPLEX*16 EADIA(-1:1,-1:1,-1:1) 
727 COMPLEX*16 ENADIA(-2:2,-2:2,-2:2,3,3) 
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c 
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COMPLEX*l6 V(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3,0:NMAX) 
COMPLEX*l6 EV(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3) 
COMPLEX*l6 TV(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3) 
COMPLEX*l6 HV(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3) 
COMPLEX*l6 E2V(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3) 
COMPLEX*l6 VTMP(-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,-NXMAX:NXMAX,3) 
COMPLEX*l6 A(-NXMAX-2:NXMAX+2,-NXMAX-2:NXMAX+2,-NXMAX-2:NXMAX+2) 
DOUBLE PRECISION EIGENVECTORS(NMAX,NMAX),EIGENVALUES(NMAX),E_SHIFT 
DOUBLE PRECISION E_RATIO 
INTEGER IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN,IN,JN,NSPIN(3) 
COMPLEX*l6 INPROD,CHK_INPROD 
DOUBLE PRECISION CHK_INPROD2 
INTEGER IXTMP(l80,3),IYTMP(l80,3),IZTMP(l80,3) 
DOUBLE PRECISION EVR(l80,3),EVI(l80,3) 
INTEGER NUMBER_EQl,NUMBER_EQ2(0:6),NP 

DO IN=l,N 
DO JN=l,N 
WRITE(6,*) IN,JN,INPROD(V(-NXMAX,-NXMAX,-NXMAX,IN), 

+ V(-NXMAX,-NXMAX,-NXMAX,JN)) 
END DO 

END DO 

DO ISPIN=l,3 
DO IZ=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

DO IY=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
DO IX=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

EV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)=(ODO,ODO) 
DO IN=l,N 

EV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)=EV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)+EIGENVECTORS(IN,J)* 
+ V(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN,IN) 

END DO 
END DO 

END DO 
END DO 
ENDDO liSPIN 
CALL TOPERATOR(EV,TV) 
CALL E20PERATOR(EV,E2V,EADIA,ENADIA) 
DO ISPIN=l,3 
DO IZ=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

DO IY=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
DO IX=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

HV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)=TV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN) 
+ +E_RATIO*E2V(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN) 
+ -E_SHIFT*EV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN) 

VTMP(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)=HV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)-
+ EIGENVALUES(J)*EV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN) 

END DO 
END DO 

END DO 
ENDDO liSPIN 
CHK_INPROD=INPROD(VTMP,VTMP) 
WRITE(6,*) 'NORM (H-E)*EV :' ,CHK_INPROD 

CHK_INPROD=INPROD(EV,EV) 
CHK_INPROD2=0DO 
DO IN=l,N 

CHK_INPROD2=CHK_INPROD2+EIGENVECTORS(IN,J)**2 
END DO 
write(6,*) CHK_INPROD,CHK_INPROD2 
CALL CHECK_PERP_E(EV,ENADIA) 
DO ISPIN=l,3 

DO IZ=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
DO IY=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

DO IX=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
IF (CDABS(EV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)).LT.SD-2) THEN 

EV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)=(ODO,ODO) 
ENDIF 

END DO 
END DO 

END DO 
ENDDO lISPIN 
CHK_INPROD=INPROD(EV,EV) 
WRITE(6,*) 'INPROD NA NULSTELLEN :',CHK_INPROD 
CALL CHECK_PERP_E(EV,ENADIA) 
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IF (CHK_INPROD.EQ.(ODO,ODO)) THEN 
WRITE(6,*) 'EIGENVECTOR IS EQUAL TO ZERO-VECTOR' 
STOP 

ENDIF 
CHK_INPROD=CDSQRT(CHK_INPROD) 
DO ISPIN=l,3 
DO IZ=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

DO IY=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
DO IX=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

EV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)=lDO/CHK_INPROD*EV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN) 
END DO 

END DO 
END DO 
ENDDO liSPIN 

DO IZ=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
DO IY=-NXMAX,NXMAX 

DO IX=-NXMAX,NXMAX 
DO ISPIN=l,3 

A(IX,IY,IZ)=A(IX,IY,IZ)+EV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN) 
END DO 

END DO 
END DO 

END DO 

NUMBER_EQl=O 
DO IZ=-NXMAX-l,NXMAX+l 

DO IY=-NXMAX-l,NXMAX+l 
DO IX=-NXMAX-l,NXMAX+l 

NP=O 
IF (A(IX,IY,IZ).NE.(ODO,ODO)) NUMBER EQl=NUMBER_EQl+l 
IF (A(IX-l,IY,IZ).NE.(ODO,ODO)) NP=NP+l 
IF (A(IX+l,IY,IZ).NE.(ODO,ODO)) NP=NP+l 
IF (A(IX,IY-l,IZ).NE.(ODO,ODO)) NP=NP+l 
IF (A(IX,IY+l,IZ).NE.(ODO,ODO)) NP=NP+l 
IF (A(IX,IY,IZ-l).NE.(ODO,ODO)) NP=NP+l 
IF (A(IX,IY,IZ+l).NE.(ODO,ODO)) NP=NP+l 
IF (NP.NE.O) THEN 

NUMBER_EQ2(0)=NUMBER_EQ2(0)+1 
NUMBER_EQ2(NP)=NUMBER_EQ2(NP)+l 

ENDIF 
END DO 

END DO 
END DO 

WRITE(6,*) 'NUMBER EQUATIONS : ',NUMBER_EQl 
WRITE(6,*) 'EXTRA EQUATIONS : ',NUMBER_EQ2(0) 
DO IX=l,6 

WRITE(6,*) 'POINTS WITH ',IX,' NEIGHBOURS : ',NUMBER_EQ2(IX) 
END DO 

DO ISPIN=l,3 
IN=l 

DO IZ=-3,3 
DO IY=-3,3 

DO IX=-3,3 
IF (CDABS(EV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)).GE.lD-4) THEN 

IXTMP(IN,ISPIN)=IX 
IYTMP(IN,ISPIN)=IY 
IZTMP(IN,ISPIN)=IZ 
EVR(IN,ISPIN)=DREAL(EV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)) 
EVI(IN,ISPIN)=DIMAG(EV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN)) 
IN=IN+l 
WRITE(6,99999) ISPIN-2,IX,IY,IZ,EV(IX,IY,IZ,ISPIN) 

ENDIF 
ENDDO !IX 

ENDDO !IY 
ENDDO !IZ 
NSPIN(ISPIN)=IN-1 

ENDDO ! I SPIN 
DO ISPIN=l,3 

IN=NSPIN(ISPIN) 
WRITE(6,*) 'NSPIN = ',NSPIN(ISPIN) 
WRITE(6,99998) (IXTMP(IX,ISPIN),IX=l,IN) 
WRITE(6,99998) (IYTMP(IX,ISPIN),IX=l,IN) 

'Bright' program 
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878 WRITE(6,99998) (IZTMP(IX,ISPIN),IX=l,IN) 
879 WRITE(6,99997) (EVR(IX,ISPIN),IX=l,IN) 
880 WRITE(6,99997) (EVI(IX,ISPIN),IX=l,IN) 
881 ENDDO !!SPIN 
882 99999 FORMAT(I3,I3,I3,I3,' ( ',F7.4,', ',F7.4,') ') 
883 99998 FORMAT(l80(I3,',')) 
884 99997 FORMAT(l80(F7.4,',')) 
885 END 
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'DDCollision' program 

APPENDIX D: 'DDCOLLISION' PROGRAM LISTING 

GOAL: 

T o calculate the DD scattering amplitudes as a linear superposition of free atom elastic scattering 

amplitudes, according to the expression (87). 

METHOD: 

The program has been implemented in Maple V3 for Windows/X-Windows. Although this 

programming language is able toperfarm the summation (87) analytically, this doesnotlead toa 

useful result because the output would become too complicated. That is why we have adopted the 

strategy of using analytica! computation as much as possible in order to use the advantage of 

analytica! (=exact) simplifications found by Maple, while forcing numerical evaluations at points 

where the expression would become too complicated to be simplified otherwise. 

FULL USTING: 

# 'DDCollision' PROGRAM 
# 
# JUNE 26 VERSION: AMPZAS.MS 
# 
# AMPZAS is an improved version of the algorithm to calculate scattering amplitudes 
# from DD to XY, based on amplOext.ms, where X and/or Y can be either the D(=Dark)-
# state itself or one of the calculated B(=Bright)-states. The airn is to further automate 
the 
# transfer of data from the Lanczos calculations to this calculation of the scattering
# amplitude in order to reduce risk of human errors. 
# 
# The data-output of the Lanczos calculation program will be improved in such a way that it 
# will be directly readable as Maple-input. 
# 
> readlib(write); 
> with(linalg); 

# *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** 
# PLEASE FILL IN THE NAMES OF THE DATA-INPUT FILE(S) AND CHECK IF THE 
# PROGRAM SETTINGS ARE CORRECT IN THE SECTION BELOW: 
# >>> Number of Bright states tobetaken into account (max. 3): 
> Number of Brightstates:=3; 
#>>>Name of the first input-file (make sure the file is in the default input-directory!) 
> read 'f2m.inl'; 
# don't touch this: 
> lengthl:=LENGTH;spinl:=evalm(SPIN);bxl:=evalm(PX);byl:=evalm(PY); bzl:=evalm(PZ); 
reall:=evalm 
> (REAL); imagl:=evalm(IMAG); 
#>>>Name of the second input-file (make sure the file is in the default input-directory!) 
> read 'f2m.in2'; 
# don't touch this: 
> length2:=LENGTH;spin2:=evalm(SPIN);bx2:=evalm(PX); by2:=evalm(PY); bz2:=evalm(PZ); 
real2:=evalm 
> (REAL); imag2:=evalm(IMAG); 
#>>>Name of the third input-file (make sure the file is in the default input-directory!) 
> read 'f2m.in3'; 
# don't touch this: 
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> length3:=LENGTH;spin3:=evalm(SPIN);bx3:=evalm(PX); by3:=evalm(PY); bz3:=evalm(PZ); 
real3:=evalm 
> (REAL); imag3:=evalm(IMAG); 
# Required floating-point aeeuraey (does not signifieantly influenee the ealeulation time) 
> Digits:=15; 
# THANK YOU! 
# 
# *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** 
> lengte:=veetor([18,length1,length2,length3]); 
> d:=1; 
> b1:=2; 
> b2:=3; 
> b3:=4; 
> b:=matrix(3,3); 
> maxlengte:=max(lengte[1],lengte[2],lengte[3],lengte[4]); 
> Reeel:= matrix(4,maxlengte); 
> Imaginair:= matrix(4,maxlengte); 
> pxN:= matrix(4,maxlengte); 
> pyN:= matrix(4,maxlengte); 
> pzN:= matrix(4,maxlengte); 
> MN:= matrix(4,maxlengte); 
> maxlengte; 
> 
> eeD:= evalf((evalm(I/sqrt(6)*evale(veetor([(-I)*(1+sqrt(1/3))/2,sqrt(1/3),(I)*(1-
sqrt(1/3))/2,(-I)*(1-sqrt(1/3 
> ))/2,sqrt(1/3),(I)*(1+sqrt(1/3))/2,(-I)*(1+sqrt(1/3))/2,sqrt(1/3),(I)*(1-sqrt(1/3))/2,(
I)*(1-sqrt(1/3))/2,sqrt(1/3),( 
> I)*(1+sqrt(1/3))/2,(-I)*(1+sqrt(1/3))/2,sqrt(1/3),(I)*(1-sqrt(1/3))/2,(-I)*(1-
sqrt(1/3))/2,sqrt(1/3),(I)*(1+sqrt(1/3 
> ) ) /2]))))); 
> veetdim(eeD); 
> spinD:=veetor([1,0,-1,1,0,-1,1,0,-1,1,0,-1,1,0,-1,1,0,-1]); 
> pxD:=veetor([1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]); 
> pyD:=veetor([0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,0,0,0,0,0,0]); 
> pzD:=veetor([0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,-1,-1,-1]); 
> 
> for i to lengte[1] do: 
> Reeel[1,i]:= eeD[i]; 
> Imaginair[1,i]:=O; 
> pxN[1,i]:= pxD[i]; 
> pyN[1,i]:= pyD[i]; 
> pzN[1,i]:= pzD[i]; 
> MN[1,i]:= spinD[i]; 
> od: 
> 
> 
> for i to lengte[2] do: 
> Reeel[2,i):= real1[i]; 
> Imaginair[2,i]:=imag1[i]; 
> pxN[2,i]:= bx1[i]; 
> pyN[2,i]:= by1[i]; 
> pzN[2,i]:= bz1[i]; 
> MN[2,i]:= spin1[i]; 
> od: 
> 
> 
> for i to lengte[3] do: 
> Reeel[3,i]:= real2[i]; 
> Imaginair[3,i]:=imag2[i]; 
> pxN[3,i]:= bx2[i]; 
> pyN[3,i]:= by2[i]; 
> pzN[3,i]:= bz2[i]; 
> MN[3,i]:= spin2[i]; 
> od: 
> 
> 
> for i to lengte[4] do: 
> 
> Reeel[4,i]:= real3[i]; 
> Imaginair[4,i]:=imag3[i]; 
> pxN[4,i]:= bx3[i]; 
> pyN[4,i]:= by3[i]; 
> pzN[4,i]:= bz3[i]; 
> MN[4,i]:= spin3[i]; 
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> od: 
> evalm(Imaginair); 
> for soort to l+Number_of_Brightstates do: 
> for j to evala(maxlengte-lengte[soort]) do: 
> i:=evala(j+lengte[soort]); 
> Reeel[soort,i]:= 0; 
> Imaginair[soort,i]:=O; 
> pxN[soort,i]:= 0; 
> pyN[soort,i]:= 0; 
> pzN[soort,i]:= 0; 
> MN[soort,i]:= 5; 
> od: 
> od: 
>eeN := evalm(Reeel + I*Imaginair); 
> ccname:=vector(['D','Bnewl','Bnew2','Bnew3']); 
> ClebschF:=evalf(matrix([[O,O,sqrt(l/3)],[0,-sqrt(l/3),0],[sqrt(l/3),0,0],[0,-sqrt(l/2),
sqrt(l/2)],[sqrt(l/2),0 
> ,-
sqrt(l/2)],[sqrt(l/2),sqrt(l/2),0],[1,sqrt(l/2),sqrt(l/6)],[sqrt(l/2),sqrt(2/3),sqrt(l/2)],[ 
sqrt(l/G),sqrt(l/2),1 
> ]] ) ) i 
> 
# Hier volgt even een afleiding van de transformatie-matrix zonder Wigner-D funkties: 
# ex:=vector([l,O,O]); 
# ey:=vector([O,l,O]); 
# ez:=vector([O,O,l]); 
# zplus:=evalm(-(ex+I*ey)/sqrt(2)); 
# znul:=evalm(ez); 
# zmin:=evalm((ex-I*ey)/sqrt(2)); 
# newx:=evalm((ex-ey)/sqrt(2)); 
# newy:=evalm((ex+ey-2*ez)/sqrt(6)); 
# newz:=evalm((ex+ey+ez)/sqrt(3)); 
# newplus:=evalm(-(newx+I*newy)/sqrt(2)); 
# newnul:=evalm(newz); 
# newmin:=evalm((newx-I*newy)/sqrt(2)); 
# tweeplus:=simplify(dotprod(znul,newplus)); 
# tweenul:=simplify(dotprod(znul,newnul)); 
# tweemin:=simplify(dotprod(znul,newmin)); 
# eenmin:=simplify(dotprod(zmin,newmin)); 
# eennul:=simplify(dotprod(zmin,newnul)); 
# eenplus:=simplify(dotprod(zmin,newplus)); 
# driemin:=simplify(dotprod(zplus,newmin)); 
# drienul:=simplify(dotprod(zplus,newnul)); 
# drieplus:=simplify(dotprod(zplus,newplus)); 
# trafo:=matrix([[eenmin,eennul,eenplus],[tweemin,tweenul,tweeplus],[driemin,drienul,dr 
# ieplus]]); 
# simplify(det(trafo)); 
# trafo:=evalm(transpose(matrix([[.S*(l+sqrt(l/3))*(1-I)/sqrt(2),sqrt(l/3),.5*(1-
sqrt(l/3))*(l+I)/ 
# sqrt(2)],[-.5*(1-I)*sqrt(2/3),sqrt(l/3),.5*(l+I)*sqrt(2/3)],[.5*(1-sqrt(l/3))*(1-
I)/sqrt(2),-sqrt(l/3),. 
# 5*(l+sqrt(l/3))*(l+I)/sqrt(2)]]))); 
# nateller:=vector(4); 
# ccN:=matrix(4,51); 
# MN:=matrix(4,51); 
# pxN:=matrix(4,51); 
# pyN:=matrix(4,51); 
# pzN:=matrix(4,51); 
> 
> 
# Hier begint een conversie-programmaatje om van de z-as quantisatie over te gaan op een 
# quantisatie langs de lichaamsdiagonaal op een efficiente manier: 
> 
> 
> 
> 
# for soort to 4 do: 
# nateller[soort]:=O: 
# for nx from -2 to 2 do: 
# for ny from -2 to 2 do: 
# for nz from -2 to 2 do: 
# nulbijdrage:=O: 
# minbijdrage:=O: 
# plusbijdrage:=O: 
# for teller to lengte[soort] do: 
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# if px(soort,teller]=nx and py(soort,teller]=ny and pz(soort,teller]=nz then 
# nulbijdrage:=simplify(nulbijdrage+(cc(soort,teller]*trafo[M(soort,teller]+2,2])): 
# minbijdrage:=simplify(minbijdrage+(cc(soort,teller]*trafo[M(soort,teller]+2,1])): 
# plusbijdrage:=simplify(plusbijdrage+(cc(soort,teller]*trafo[M(soort,teller]+2,3])): 
# fi: od: 
# if nulbijdrage<>O then 
# nateller(soort]:=nateller(soort]+l: 
# ccN(soort,nateller(soort]]:=nulbijdrage: 
# MN(soort,nateller(soort]]:=O: 
# pxN(soort,nateller(soort]]:=nx: 
# pyN(soort,nateller(soort]]:=ny: 
# pzN(soort,nateller(soort]]:=nz: 
# fi: 
# if minbijdrage<>O then 
# nateller(soort]:=nateller(soort]+l: 
# ccN(soort,nateller(soort]]:=minbijdrage: 
# MN(soort,nateller(soort]]:=-1: 
# pxN(soort,nateller(soort]]:=nx: 
# pyN(soort,nateller(soort]]:=ny: 
# pzN(soort,nateller(soort]]:=nz: 
# fi: 
# if plusbijdrage<>O then 
# nateller(soort]:=nateller(soort]+l: 
# ccN(soort,nateller(soort]]:=plusbijdrage: 
# MN(soort,nateller(soort]]:=l: 
# pxN[soort,nateller(soort]]:=nx: 
# pyN(soort,nateller(soort]]:=ny: 
# pzN(soort,nateller(soort]]:=nz: 
# fi: 
# od: od: 
# od: 
# extrateller:=nateller(soort]; 
# while extrateller<Sl do: 
# extrateller:=extrateller+l; 
# ccN(soort,extrateller]:=O; 
# MN[soort,extrateller]:=O; 
# pxN(soort,extrateller]:=S: 
# pyN(soort,extrateller]:=S: 
# pzN(soort,extrateller]:=S: 
# od: 
# print(soort); print(nateller(soort]); print(extrateller); 
# od: 
# evalm(ccN); 
# evalm(MN); 
# evalm(pxN); 
# evalm(pyN); 
# evalm(pzN); 
#NB!! Hier wordt de lengte vector aangepast aan de getransformeerd vectoren !!!!!!!!!!!!! 
# *************** 
# lengte:=vector((l8,51,51,51]); 
# 
> Normaliseer:=proc(a) 
> SomF:=vector([O,O,O]): normaal:=matrix(4,4): kwadraat:=matrix(4,4): 
> for soort! to l+Number_of_Brightstates do: 
# soortl:=2: soort2:=2: 
> for soort2 to soort! do: 
> normaal(soortl,soort2]:=0: kwadraat(soortl,soort2]:=0: 
> print('******************NB!!I NORMALISATIE VAN: {'+ccname(soortl]+ ccname(soort2]+ '}
toestand * 
> ******************'); 
> for halfFplusl to 2 do: 
> Fplusl:=2*halfFplusl-l: 
> SomF(Fplusl]:=O: 
>print('**** Berekening F = '+(Fplusl-1)+- -bijdrage'); 
> Fbas:=3*Fplusl-l;SomF(Fplusl]:=O: 
> for xi to lengte(soortl] do: 
> for yi to lengte(soort2] do: 
> for xf to lengte(soortl] do: 
> for yf to lengte(soort2] do: 
> if (MN(soortl,xi]+MN(soort2,yi]=MN(soortl,xf]+MN(soort2,yf]) and 
(pxN(soortl,xi]+pxN(soort2,yi]=px 
> N(soortl,xf]+pxN(soort2,yf]) and 
(pyN(soortl,xi]+pyN(soort2,yi]=pyN(soorti,xf]+pyN(soort2,yf]) and ( 
> pzN(soortl,xi]+pzN(soort2,yi]=pzN(soortl,xf]+pzN(soort2,yf]) then 
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> 
SomF(Fplusl]:=evalf(SomF(Fplusl]+(conjugate(evalm(ccN(soortl,xi]*ccN(soort2,yi]*(ClebschF[(F 
bas 
> +MN[soortl,xi]),(2+MN(soort2,yi])])))) * 
(evalm(ccN(soortl,xf])*ccN(soort2,yf]*(ClebschF[(Fbas+MN[s 
> oortl,xf]),(2+MN(soort2,yf])]))): 
> fi: 
> od: od: od: od: 
> print('De bijdrage van F = '+(Fplusl-l)+'is:'); 
> print(evalf(SomF(Fplusl])); 
> od: 
> totaal:=SomF(l]+SomF[2]+SomF[3]: 
> print('dat levert een totaal op van '+totaal); 
> normaal(soortl,soort2]:=1/sqrt(totaal); kwadraat(soortl,soort2]:=24A2*totaal: 
# open(weeruit); 
> write('***********NORMALISATIE-CONSTANTE VOOR {'+ccname(soortl]+ ccname(soort2]+ '} -
toestand I 
> S GELIJK AAN:'); 
> write(normaal(soortl,soort2]); 
> od: od: 
> evalm(normaal); 
> end; 

Normaliseer := 

proc(a) 
local SomF,normaal,kwadraat,soortl,soort2,halfFplusl,Fplusl,Fbas,xi,yi,xf,yf,totaal; 

SomF := vector([O,O,O]); 
normaal := matrix(4,4); 
kwadraat := matrix(4,4); 
for soort! to l+Number_of_Brightstates do 

for soort2 to soort! do 
normaal(soortl,soort2] := 0; 
kwadraat(soortl,soort2] := 0; 
print('******************NB!!! NORMALISATIE VAN 

{'+ccname(soortl]+ccname(soort2]+ 
'}-toestand*******************'); 

for halfFplusl to 2 do 
Fplusl := 2*halfFplusl-l; 
SomF(Fplusl] := 0; 
print('**** Berekening F = '+Fplusl-1+' -bijdrage'); 
Fbas := 3*Fplusl-l; 
SomF[Fplusl] := 0; 
for xi to lengte(soortl] do 

for yi to lengte(soort2] do 
for xf to lengte(soortl] do 

for yf to lengte(soort2] do 
if MN(soortl,xi]+MN(soort2,yi] 

MN(soortl,xf]+MN(soort2,yf] and 

pxN(soortl,xf]+pxN(soort2,yf] 

pyN(soortl,xf]+pyN(soort2,yf] 

pzN(soortl,xf]+pzN(soort2,yf] 

od 
od 

od; 

fi 
od 

pxN(soortl,xi]+pxN(soort2,yi] 

and 
pyN(soortl,xi]+pyN(soort2,yi] 

and 
pzN(soortl,xi]+pzN(soort2,yi] 

then 
SomF(Fplusl] := evalf(SomF(Fplusl]+conjugate(evalm( 

ccN(soortl,xi]*ccN(soort2,yi]* 
ClebschF[Fbas+MN(soortl,xi],2+MN(soort2,yi]]))* 
evalm(ccN(soortl,xf])*ccN(soort2,yf]* 
ClebschF[Fbas+MN(soortl,xf],2+MN(soort2,yf]]) 

print('De bijdrage van F = '+Fplusl-l+'is:'); 
print(evalf(SomF[Fplusl])) 

od; 
totaal := SomF(l]+SomF[2]+SomF(3]; 
print('dat levert een totaal op van '+totaal); 
normaal(soortl,soort2] := 1/sqrt(totaal); 
kwadraat(soortl,soort2] := 576*totaal; 
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write('***********NORMALISATIE-CONSTANTE VOOR 
{'+ccname[soortl)+ccname[soort2]+ 

end 

cd 

'}-toestand IS GELIJK AAN:'); 
write(normaal[soortl,soort2]) 

cd; 
evalm(normaal) 

> normvector:=matrix(4,4); 
> 
> normvector:=Normaliseer(2); 
> evalm(Re(normvector)); 
> open(normoutput); 
> write(evalm(Re(normvector))); 
> close(normoutput); 

# Hier begint het tweede deel; de berekening van de 
# verstrooiings-amplitude. 

> Amplitude:=proc(normvector,b) 
> SomF:=vector([O,O,O]): 
> Mapleout:=matrix(4,4); 
> normaal:=normvector: 
> dummy2:=b: 
> for soort! te l+Number_of_Brightstates do: 
# soortl:=2: soort2:=2: 
> for soort2 te soort! do: 
> print('******************NB!!! BEREKENING AMPLITUDE VAN {DD} naar {'+ccname[soortl]+ 
ccname[s 
> oort2]+ '} '); 
> for halfFplusl te 2 do: 
> Fplusl:=2*halfFplusl-l: 
> SomF[Fplusl]:=O: 
> print('**** Berekening F = '+(Fplusl-1)+ ' -bijdrage'); 
> Fbas:=3*Fplusl-l;SomF[Fplusl]:=O: 
> for xi te lengte[!] do: 
> for yi te lengte[!] do: 
> for xf te lengte[soortl] do: 
> for yf te lengte[soort2] do: 
> if (MN[l,xi]+MN[l,yi)=MN[soortl,xf]+MN[soort2,yf]) and 
(pxN[l,xi]+pxN[l,yi]=pxN[soortl,xf]+pxN[soo 
> rt2,yf]) and (pyN[l,xi]+pyN[l,yi]=pyN[soortl,xf]+pyN[soort2,yf]) and 
(pzN[l,xi]+pzN[l,yi]=pzN[soortl, 
> xf]+pzN[soort2,yf]) then 
> 
SomF[Fplusl]:=evalf(SomF[Fplusl)+(evalc(conjugate((evalm(ccN[l,xi)*ccN[l,yi]*(ClebschF[(Fbas 
+M 
> N[l,xi]),(2+MN[l,yi))])))) *evalf( 
(evalm(ccN[soortl,xf])*ccN[soort2,yf]*(ClebschF[(Fbas+MN[soortl,xf] 
> ) , (2+MN[soort2,yf])])))))): 
> fi: 
> cd: cd: cd: cd: 
> print('De bijdrage van F = '+(Fplusl-l)+'is:'); 
> print(evalf(SomF[Fplusl))); 
> cd: 
> print('dat levert een ongenormeerd totaal op van'+ aO*SomF[l] + al*SornF[2) + a2*SomF[3)); 
> SomF[l]:=SomF[l): if abs(SomF[l])<l*lOA(-14) then SomF[l]:=O: fi: if 
abs(Re(SomF[l]))<l*lOA(-14) then 
> SomF[l):=I*Im(SomF[l)): fi: if abs(Im(SomF[l]))<l*lOA(-14) then SomF[l]:=Re(SomF[l]) fi: 
> SomF[2]:=SomF[2): if abs(SomF[2])<1*10A(-14) then SomF[2]:=0: fi: if 
abs(Re(SomF[2]))<1*10A(-14) then 
> SomF[2):=I*Im(SomF[2)): fi: if abs(Im(SomF[2]))<1*10A(-14) then SomF[2):=Re(SomF[2]) fi: 
> SomF[3]:=SomF[3): if abs(SomF[3])<1*10A(-14) then SomF[3):=0: fi: if 
abs(Re(SomF[3]))<1*10A(-14) then 
> SomF[3):=I*Im(SomF[3)): fi: if abs(Im(SomF[3]))<1*10A(-14) then SomF[3):=Re(SomF[3]) fi: 
> print('dat levert een genormeerd/afgerond totaal op van '+evalf(evalc(aO*SomF[l] + 
al*SomF[2] + a2*S 
> omF[3)))*normaal[l,l]*normaal[soortl,soort2]); 
> print('***********Verstrooiings-amplitude {'+ccname[l]+ ccname[l]+'}-> {'+ccname[soortl]+ 
ccname[ 
> soort2 ) + ' } = : ' ) ; 
> print(evalc(evalf(SomF[l)*aO + SomF[2)*al + 
SomF[3)*a2)*normaal[l,l]*normaal[soortl,soort2))); 
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> 
Mapleout(soortl,soort2):=evalc(evalf(SomF(l)*aO+SomF(2)*al+SomF(3)*a2*normaal[l,l]*normaal(s 
> oortl,soort2])); 
> od:od: 
> open(mapleoutput); 
> write(evalm(Mapleout)); 
> close(mapleoutput); 
> end; 

Amplitude := 

proc(normvector,b) 
local SomF,Mapleout,normaal,dummy2,soortl,soort2,halfFplusl,Fplusl,Fbas,xi,yi,xf,yf; 

SomF := vector([O,O,O)); 
Mapleout := matrix(4,4); 
normaal := normvector; 
dummy2 := b; 
for soortl to 1+Number_of_Brightstates do 

for soort2 to soort1 do 
print('******************NB!!! BEREKENING AMPLITUDE VAN {DD} naar 

{'+ccname(soort1]+ 
ccname(soort2]+'} '); 

for halfFplus1 to 2 do 
Fplus1 := 2*halfFplus1-1; 
SomF(Fplus1] := 0; 
print('**** Berekening F = '+Fplusl-1+' -bijdrage'); 
Fbas := 3*Fplus1-1; 
SomF(Fplus1) := 0; 
for xi to lengte(1] do 

for yi to lengte(1] do 
for xf to lengte(soort1] do 

for yf to lengte(soort2] do 
if MN[1,xi]+MN[1,yi) = MN(soort1,xf]+MN(soort2,yf] and 

pxN[1,xi]+pxN[1,yi] pxN(soort1,xf]+pxN(soort2,yf] and 
pyN[l,xi]+pyN[1,yi) = pyN(soort1,xf]+pyN(soort2,yf] and 
pzN[l,xi]+pzN[1,yi] = pzN(soort1,xf]+pzN(soort2,yf] then 
SomF(Fplusl) := evalf(SomF(Fplus1)+evalc(conjugate( 

evalm(ccN[1,xi)*ccN[1,yi]*ClebschF[Fbas+MN[1,xi],2+MN[1,yi]]) 
)*evalf(evalm(ccN(soort1,xf])*ccN(soort2,yf]* 
ClebschF[Fbas+MN(soort1,xf],2+MN(soort2,yf]]))) 

od; 

fi 
od 

od 
od 

od; 
print('De bijdrage van F = '+Fplus1-1+'is:'); 
print(evalf(SomF(Fplus1))) 

print('dat levert een ongenormeerd totaal op van 
'+aO*SomF(1)+a1*SomF(2)+a2*SomF(3]); 

SomF[1] := SomF[1]; 
if abs(SomF(1]) < 1/100000000000000 then SomF[1) := 0 fi; 
if abs(Re(SomF(1])) < 1/100000000000000 then SomF(1] := I*Im(SomF(1]) fi; 
if abs(Im(SomF(1])) < 1/100000000000000 then SomF(1] := Re(SomF(1]) fi; 
SomF(2] := SomF[2]; 
if abs(SomF[2]) < 1/100000000000000 then SomF(2] := 0 fi; 
if abs(Re(SomF(2])) < 1/100000000000000 then SomF[2] := I*Im(SomF(2]) fi; 
if abs(Im(SomF[2])) < 1/100000000000000 then SomF(2] := Re(SomF[2]) fi; 
SomF(3] := SomF(3]; 
if abs(SomF[3]) < 1/100000000000000 then SomF(3] := 0 fi; 
if abs(Re(SomF(3))) < 1/100000000000000 then SomF[3] := I*Im(SomF(3)) fi; 
if abs(Im(SomF(3))) < 1/100000000000000 then SomF(3) := Re(SomF(3)) fi; 
print('dat levert een genormeerd/afgerond totaal op van '+ 

evalf(evalc(aO*SomF(1]+a1*SomF(2]+a2*SomF(3)))*normaal[1,1]*normaal(soort1,soort2]) 

print('***********Verstrooiings-amplitude {'+2*ccname(1]+'}-> {'+ccname(soort1]+ 
ccname(soort2]+'} = :'); 

print( 
evalc(evalf(aO*SomF(1)+a1*SomF(2)+a2*SomF[3))*normaal[1,1]*normaal[soort1,soort2])) 

Mapleout(soort1,soort2] := 
evalc(evalf(aO*SomF[1]+a1*SomF[2]+SomF(3)*a2*normaal[1,1)*normaal(soort1,soort2])) 

od 
od; 
open(mapleoutput); 
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end 
> 

write(evalm(Mapleout)); 
close(mapleoutput) 

> Amplitude(normvector,2); 
> open(resultoutput); 
> write(); 
> close(resultoutput); 
> 
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APPENDIX E: SYMMETRY OF THE EXPERIMENT 

In chapter 7 it was found that 6 out of 9 possible scattering amplitudes with at least one of the 

Bright States Bx, By or B2 in the final state are equal to zero. In this Appendix it is shown how this 

fact can be understood in termsof symmetry, using a group-theoretical approach. 

Symmetry of the experimental setup 

First of all we have to determine the symmetry of the system we are looking at. In our case the 

physics are determined by 6 identical lasers, aligned along the coordinate axes of a Cartesian 

coordinate system and pointing at the origin. If the lasers are positioned at equal distances from 

the origin, it is clear that any rotation that is a memher of the cubic rotation group '0', willleave 

the physical system unchanged. Thus we have to conclude that any physics process induced by 

the lasers must obey this cubic symmetry. 

Cubic symmetry group 0 

The character table of the '0' group is shown in Table 6. 

1 

', 

1 ,' 

\:# 

2 0 

Table 6: Character table of the 0-group. The different columns 
correspond to different classes. The different rows correspond to 
the different irreducible representations. 

0 
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Symmetry of the Scattering Operator S 

Assuming that the atoms do not feel the presence of the laser field as soon as they get close 

enough to feel the much stronger scattering potential, the scattering operator S will display 

complete spherical symmetry. As a consequence the S operator transfarms according to the 

identity representation: A 1. 

Symmetry of the Dark State 

The vector-representation of the Dark State D(5) is defined as being identical to the electric field 

E(r), except for a scalar global normalization constant. As a consequence, any symmetry 

operator of the laser field will also be a symmetry operator of the D(5) state. Thus D(5) 
transfarms according to the identity representation: A 1. 

Symmetry of the Bx, By and Bz states 

The Bx, By and Bz states have been calculated using the Lanczos method. This method essentially 

consists of applying the Hamiltonian operatorn times to a given starting vector, where nis the 

number of iterations. The starting veetors used to generate Bx, By and Bz where (in I.P,ma) 

notation) lö,mx = o)' jo,my = o) and lö,mz = o) respectively, transforming according to x' 
y and z . As the Hamiltonian -per definition- is invariant under all symmetry transformations, 

the symmetry of the starting veetors is conserved during the Lanczos iteration method. So the Bx, 

By and Bz states will transfarm as x , y and z as well. In the 0 group this corresponds to the T1 

representation, as can be easily inferred from the character table. 

Consequences for the < XY I SI DD > matrix elements 

The right-hand side SI DD > of the matrix element < XY IS I DD > transfarms according to 

A1 ® A1 ® A1 = A1 • Thus, according to Wigner-Eckart theorem, only the A1 component of the 

final state will contribute to a non-zero value of the matrix element. We will now look more 

closely at the possible final states < XY I to draw conclusions about the corresponding scattering 

amplitudes: 
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• < DD I transfarms according to A1 ® A1 = A1 so that the (Group 0) Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficient is equal to 1, and the value of < DD IS I DD > is determined by the reduced matrix 

element <DDIISIIDD>. 

• < DBi I transfarms according to A1 ® ~ = ~ so that the matrix element < DBi IS I DD > 

vanishes. 

• <BiB; I transfarms according to ~ ® ~ = A1 EB E EB ~ EB T; . lt can be shown that the final 

state transforming according to A1 is .Jf( BxBx + BYBY + BzBz) so that the matrix elements 

<BiBdSIDD> with i=x,y,z are equal to .Jf times the reduced matrix element 

<BB 11 S 11 DD >. The final states BiB; with i :;t: j are orthogonal to 

.Jf( BxBx + BYBY + BzBz), causing the corresponding matrix elements to vanish (in fact it 

can be shown that the symmetrized BiB; states transfarm according to T; while the anti

symmetrie combinations behave like ~ ). 
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